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1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

The levee system along the lower Puyallup River was recently de-accredited by the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) because of inadequate freeboard. This action acknowledges that public 

and private infrastructure in the lower Puyallup River basin is at an elevated risk of flood damage and 

also imparts stringent flood insurance requirements. Additionally, the Puyallup River has experienced 

increasingly severe flooding with major impacts to the surrounding infrastructure upstream of the 

previously accredited levee system. Consequently in 2009, Pierce County provided the Seattle District of 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) a Letter of Intent to sponsor a Flood Risk Management General 

Investigation Study (GI) to address flooding issues on the Puyallup River in addition to the White and 

Carbon Rivers. The GI began in 2010 and at present the Corps is completing an existing conditions 

analysis and developing a preliminary array of measures to address flood risk problems in the Puyallup 

River basin.  

Independent of the Corps analysis, Pierce County wants to evaluate flood reduction measures 

specifically within the lower eight miles of the Puyallup River in order to provide sponsor guidance to the 

GI. Pierce County retained Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (NHC) through a prime contract with 

GeoEngineers to use the hydraulic model built by the Corps to simulate an array of flood reduction 

measures, document their impact on flood levels, and eventually provide input to feasibility design of 

the Corps’ Tentatively Selected Project (TSP). Because the Corps’ TSP in this reach is a setback levee, the 

modeled flood reduction measures focused only on setting back North Levee Road coupled with a flood-

wall along SR-167 where necessary. 

The results of this investigative effort are described chronologically in this report. The project began 

with a review of the hydraulic model built by the Corps for the GI and recommended changes and/or 

considerations for the model. Next, the hydraulic model was truncated to the lower ten miles of the 

river only and simulated with a series of increasingly advanced measures, culminating in the sponsor’s 

Preferred Measure. Identification of the simulated measures was not scripted in advance, but rather 

developed logically as the project team considered the effectiveness, constructability, and 

geomorphologic implications of the modeled measures presented at regular team meetings. A simple 

geomorphic investigation was also conducted during the course of the study providing context for the 

sustainability of the flood reduction measures. Appendix A documents the investigative nature of this 

project by presenting the team meeting minutes chronologically. 

In addition to evaluating a setback of North Levee Road, this document also includes in Appendix E the 

report: Clear Creek Floodplain Reconnection – Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling. This study was also 

completed for Pierce County Surface Water Management (SWM) through a prime contract with 

GeoEngineers.  The Clear Creek report is being included because it was commissioned under the same 

Work Assignment as the North Levee Road setback study and also both projects are linked 

philosophically in so far as they both reflect SWM’s vision for floodplain restoration on the lower 

Puyallup River. 
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2 MODEL REVIEW 

The Corps built a HEC-RAS 4.2 Beta model of the Puyallup Basin, that includes the Puyallup, White, and 

Carbon Rivers, to investigate basin-wide flood reduction projects. NHC was asked to review the model 

and document recommendations and/or considerations to be addressed before evaluating flood 

reduction measures in the lower eight miles of the Puyallup River. NHC reviewed only the portion of the 

model downstream of the White River confluence for its effectiveness in simulating existing conditions 

and evaluating lower Puyallup River flood reduction measures. The upper reaches of the basin were 

clipped out of the model and not evaluated in any way. A hydraulic model review memorandum (NHC, 

2014) was written to describe in detail the findings of this task and is included as Appendix B. This 

memorandum was sent to the Corps on February 27, 2014 for their internal use. Key points of the 

memorandum are summarized below.  

2.1 Model Geometry 

The Corps model includes a “without” project geometry, which simulates current conditions, and a 

“with” project geometry, where the project is defined as a setback levee along the north bank. The 

alignment of the setback follows preliminary guidance found in the Pierce County Rivers Flood Hazard 

Management Plan (Pierce County, 2013). A combination of elevation data sources were used to develop 

the model geometries as shown below: 

 2004 LiDAR: floodplain and channel bank topography in the “without” project geometry 

 2010 LiDAR: floodplain and channel bank topography in the “with” project geometry and for 
various updates to the “without” project geometry 

 Corps Survey (unknown year): North Levee Road E. levee crest elevation 

 2009 USGS Survey: channel bathymetry for most cross-sections 

 2002 NHC Survey: channel bathymetry at bridges downstream of RM 5.0 not surveyed in 2009 

 2001 WHPacific Survey: channel bathymetry at bridges upstream of RM 5.0 not surveyed in 
2009 

 FEMA model Bridge Geometry: station and elevation of all bridge abutments, decks, and piers. 
The actual data sources for these bridges are documented in Table 3 of NHC (2007). 

 

In addition to “with” and “without” project model geometries, the Corps developed a coarse estimate of 

the riverbed bathymetry 50 years in the future. This was accomplished by extrapolating the volume of 

aggradation observed during the period 1984 – 2009 (Czuba et. al., 2010) and then distributing that 

volume over the lower Puyallup River reach. This estimated future aggraded riverbed is an “add-on” 

feature that can be applied to any model geometry and does not depend on the features of a particular 

model setup. This estimate precedes more detailed sediment transport modeling that is expected to be 

performed by the Corps in the future. 

2.2 Notable Findings 

The following items comprise the notable findings from the model review. See the complete 

memorandum in Appendix B for a complete discussion, including several minor issues identified. 
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2.2.1 Vertical Datum Error at Bridge Crossings 

The 11 bridges in the lower Puyallup River model and their bounding cross-sections were found to 

reference the NGVD-29 vertical datum while the remainder of the model references the NAVD-88 

datum. This oversight was apparently introduced by the USGS when they constructed a HEC-RAS model 

of the Puyallup River basin for the scientific report Channel-Conveyance Capacity, Channel Change, and 

Sediment Transport in the Lower Puyallup, White, and Carbon Rivers, Western Washington (Czuba et. 

al., 2010). The bridge geometry and bounding cross-sections were imported from a FEMA Flood 

Insurance Study (FIS) hydraulic model (NHC, 2007), which is referenced to NGVD-29. When the bridge 

information was copied into the newer model, the conversion from NGVD-29 to NAVD-88 was not 

made. As a result, the copied information was relatively lower in height by 3.5 feet from the balance of 

the model. The Corps used this newer USGS HEC-RAS model as their launching point for development of 

the GI model, thereby propagating the error. 

2.2.2 Flood Profile is substantially lower than previously Modeled Flood Profiles 

NHC compared a 100-year flood water surface profile generated by the Corps model with that produced 

by the FEMA model (NHC, 2007) and the Pierce County Flood Protection Investigation (FPI) model (Tetra 

Tech et al., 2009). Each model was simulated in a steady-state regime and with a discharge of 50,000 cfs, 

which is approximately the 100-year flow (NHC, 2012).  

The profiles from the FEMA and FPI models were in close agreement but were consistently higher than 

that produced by the GI model. The difference approached 3 feet upstream of the UPRR Bridge, but 

generally varied from 1 to 2 feet from River Mile (RM) 1.0 to RM 10.2, which is the upstream limit of the 

reach of interest. Multiple sources for this difference were investigated by modifying model geometries 

and comparing the resultant profiles, but ultimately it was determined that the driving factor was the 

riverbed geometry. The riverbed surveyed in 2009, which is the source of the GI model cross-sections, is 

lower than the riverbed elevation surveyed in 2007. 

This discovery was unanticipated and at the same time very important. Channel degradation between 

2007 and 2009 contradicts the generally accepted theory that the lower Puyallup is an aggrading reach. 

A possible explanation why the 2009 riverbed is generally lower than that in 2007 are two large floods 

that occurred in the intervening years. Large back-to-back floods occurred on November 13, 2008 

(34,500 cfs) and January 9, 2009 (48,200 cfs) which could have mobilized a large amount of sand from 

the bed in the lower reach, thus lowering the average bed elevation. 

The bed degradation observed between 2007 and 2009 is of the same magnitude as the aggradation 

observed between 1984 and 2009 (Czuba et. al., 2010), indicating that inter-annual variability in the bed 

profile is high and that long-term aggradation rates derived from only two surveys will be sensitive to 

the particular conditions preceding the two surveys. NHC prepared a memorandum (Appendix C) which 

prescribes a program of regular surveys which would provide additional insight into mechanisms driving 

both long-term aggradation and short-term variability in the bed elevation. The Corps plans to conduct 

sediment transport modeling of the study reach in the future; however, model inputs for that task have 

not yet been collected. Until that time, model results using the future aggraded riverbed should be 

considered to have a large uncertainty.  
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2.2.3 Difference in Riverbank Topography in the “with” and “without” Project Geometries 

Bank topography for the “without” project geometry comes from 2004 LiDAR while the “with” project 

geometry uses 2010 LiDAR, and one consequence of this discrepancy is a noticeable difference in 

channel bank topography. Limited field measurements concluded that the 2010 LiDAR more accurately 

represents the silt bench on the right bank (discussed in detail in Section 3) and to a lesser extend 

forming on the left bank. Evidently, the processing of the 2004 LiDAR dataset removed these features. 

This discrepancy introduces an unintentional variable when evaluating the effectiveness of flood 

reduction measures. 

2.3 Model Modifications 

NHC addressed the issues of note identified in the hydraulic model review memo (see Appendix B), 

before proceeding to use the model for the flood reduction measures. This included correcting the 

vertical datum error at the bridge cross-sections, and representing the silt bench in the “without” 

project conditions using the 2010 LiDAR. No changes were made to the future aggraded riverbed as 

there is currently no other estimate of future conditions available. Future conditions flood profiles 

should be re-evaluated once the Corps has performed sediment transport modeling.  

As noted earlier, the hydraulic model was pared down to the lower Puyallup River only (RM 0 – RM 10.2) 

before conducting the model review. As such, NHC only corrected issues identified within the project 

reach. The clipped model was converted to steady-state for the flood reduction measures analysis by 

removing storage areas and specifying constant discharges for key recurrence intervals. The steady-state 

model allowed multiple flood reduction measures to be simulated quickly without the inherent 

instabilities that can be introduced simulating hydrographs. The steady-state assumption was 

investigated and considered acceptable based on the duration and volume of the 200-year flood 

hydrograph contrasted with the short distance and limited storage volume within the project area, 

including the Clear Creek floodplain. A more sophisticated model should be used for feasibility design of 

the preferred suite of measures. Knowing the riverbed had degraded between 2007 and 2009, the 

project team agreed to use the more recent 2009 dataset as the “baseline” in all simulations for the 

measures analysis. Lastly, NHC extended cross-sections on the right bank of the Puyallup River by 

several hundred feet using 2010 LiDAR. This change was made to facilitate the measures analysis and 

was not in response to any finding in the model review. 
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3 ANALYSIS OF FLOOD REDUCTION MEASURES 

NHC modeled a series of measures for reducing flood risk along the lower Puyallup River, shown in 

Figure 1. The primary objective of the analysis was to evaluate the effectiveness and approximate 

geometry of a levee setback that will pass the 200-year flood while maintaining three feet of freeboard 

along SR-167. Specific scenarios for investigation were not scripted in advance but were developed as 

the project progressed and were jointly agreed upon by staff from NHC, GeoEngineers, and Pierce 

County at regular team meetings (Appendix A). For the purpose of this investigation, freeboard was 

measured from the shoulder of the road rather than the crown and the 200-year discharge was 52,000 

cfs (NHC, 2012). A list of all modeled scenarios, including file names and descriptions, is provided in 

Appendix D. 

3.1 Preliminary Measures 

The analysis began with an open mind to flood risk reduction measures in order to determine the scale 

of work necessary to achieve the desired freeboard. This early modeling provided insight into the river’s 

response to changes of various type and scale, including which measures were most effective. The 

knowledge gained here was used in the eventual development of the Preferred Measure, described in 

Section 3.3.  

3.1.1 Preliminary Measure - First Attempt  

The team agreed on the following modeling tasks as a starting point in the flood reduction measures 

analysis: 

 Set back the right bank levee between the UPRR Bridge (RM 2.5) and the BNSFRR Bridge (RM 2) 
a distance of 200 feet to 300 feet, depending upon the location, to determine its impact. 

 Determine the channel shape (by modifying the north bank) required to achieve the goal of 
maintaining 3 feet of freeboard above the 200-year flood on Highway 167 between RM 7.25 and 
3. 

 Determine the channel shape (by modifying the north bank) required to achieve the goal of 
maintaining 3 feet of freeboard above the 200-year flood on Highway 167 between RM 7.25 and 
2. 

A total of six scenarios including variations of the measures above were included in the first set of 

modeling exercises. The measures essentially involved excavating simple, prismatic flood benches along 

the north bank at the 5,000 cfs and 9,000 cfs flood elevations over various extents along the river.  

In general, the modeling indicated that the freeboard objective can be readily achieved above RM 4.5 by 

bulk excavation along the right bank. In fact, several of these preliminary scenarios provided over five 

feet of freeboard in the upper portions of the project reach. Below RM 4.5, the freeboard goal was 

difficult to attain even with significant excavation because of the low gradient of the river and channel 

constriction through the bridge corridor beginning with the UPRR Bridge at RM 2.5. The team 

acknowledged at this phase that a floodwall along the lower few miles of SR-167 is likely unavoidable in 

order to achieve the desired freeboard. 
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3.1.2 Preliminary Measure - Targeted Excavation 

Based on the initial modeling results, the investigation proceeded with two main thrusts. First, NHC 

evaluated the most promising of the above scenarios using the Corps’ future aggraded riverbed 

geometry. The purpose was to determine how much of the freeboard gained from excavation is lost due 

to forecasted channel aggradation. This question, along with a coupled question regarding the rate of 

aggradation, would have strong bearing on whether the excavation cost was justifiable. 

The second thrust investigated limited and targeted excavation to achieve the desired freeboard 

without excess excavation because several of the first-attempt measures achieved 5-6 feet freeboard in 

places. NHC completed the targeted excavation approach using both the existing (2009) riverbed and 

the Corps’ future condition bed. The freeboard objective was more or less achieved with targeted 

excavation using a variety of configurations involving three flood bench elevations and different 

excavation areas. Downstream of Frank Albert Road, all the scenarios modeled used flood benches 400-

feet wide because the land is undeveloped and acquisition costs would be small compared to land 

further upstream.  Above Frank Albert Road, the scenarios used 100-foot wide benches, either 

continuously or intermittently, depending on the bench elevation, up to the SR-167 Bridge. Exhibit 1 

illustrates how the benches were modeled and the variables that were modified. Note that almost all 

the model cross-sections were extended on the north bank to just past the Union Pacific rail line that 

parallels North Levee Road. The location of the setback levee was simulated by excluding portions of the 

cross-section from conveying water, as seen in Exhibit 1 (ie. “Area Blocked to Flow”). 

 

Exhibit 1: Targeted Excavation Cross-Section 

At this stage, the modeled measures began to coalesce around more feasible options; however, 

questions arose regarding the geomorphic response to a proposed flood bench. Specifically, would 

sediment rapidly deposit on the bench after excavation, thereby shortening its effective life? With this 
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question in mind, the project team agreed that a very limited geomorphic investigation into the nature 

of the natural silt bench in the lower Puyallup River was warranted. The geomorphic investigation is 

described in Section 3.2. 

3.1.3 Preliminary Measure - Excavate Existing Silt Bench 

Concurrent with the limited geomorphic investigation, another flood reduction concept was modeled 

using anecdotal information about the natural silt bench. The general consensus from Pierce County was 

that the silt bench, which is predominantly seen on the right bank below RM 8, is either no longer 

growing or is growing extremely slowly. Investigation of the typical silt bench elevation revealed that it 

fluctuates about the 2-year (22,000 cfs) water surface elevation, which dominant discharge theory says 

is a channel forming discharge. Therefore, in advance of conclusions from the geomorphic analysis, NHC 

proposed viewing the natural silt bench as an approximate equilibrium condition that a proposed flood 

bench would trend towards (in terms of height, shape, and width). Considering this, the next flood 

reduction measure evaluated consisted of excavating zero to two feet off of the existing silt bench, and 

excavating from that point outward to the existing levee’s landward toe. A new levee would be 

constructed landward of the excavated area. Exhibit 2 shows a schematic of this measure. 

 

Exhibit 2: Existing Silt Bench Excavation Cross-Section 

Model simulations show no significant gain in freeboard by increasing the silt bench excavation depth 

from zero to two feet; most of the freeboard gained in this measure was due to removal and setting 

back of the levee prism, which was common to all simulations. The knowledge gained in modeling this 

measure, namely that the freeboard objective could be met while leaving the silt bench more or less 

intact as long as conveyance was created landward of the bench, aided in development of the Preferred 

Flood Reduction Measure. Before discussing the Preferred Measure, however, it is insightful to review 

the findings of the limited geomorphic investigation which helped shape the configuration.   
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3.2 Geomorphic Conditions and Maintenance of Preliminary Measures 

Modeling of preliminary flood reduction measures demonstrated that the freeboard objective could be 

met by excavation of a flood bench or opening of additional conveyance area landward of the existing 

silt bench. Both of these scenarios, however, involve excavation along the channel margin that would 

potentially alter hydraulics in the main channel and be subject to sedimentation. A limited geomorphic 

investigation involving literature review, limited desktop study, and a preliminary reconnaissance of the 

silt bench was carried out to better understand these processes and potential impacts on project 

longevity.  

3.2.1 Reach Context and History 

The project reach is located along the Puyallup River between RM 2.6 and 8 (Figure 2). This reach of the 
river is concave, with decreasing slope and sediment transport competence in the downstream 
direction. Gravel supplied to the upstream end of the reach is essentially not transported out of the 
reach. The transition from a gravel bed to a sand-dominated bed occurs at approximately RM 5. Because 
a substantial amount of sediment is supplied to the upstream end of the reach that is not transported 
away, these conditions lead to long-term aggradation in the vicinity and upstream of the gravel to sand 
transition.  

The sand-bedded reach of the river from RM 5 to its mouth is more easily changed and may aggrade or 

degrade in response to particular sequences of sediment supply and flow, as illustrated by the 

occurrence of net degradation in the sand-bedded reach between 2007 and 2009 discussed in Section 

2.2.2. The particular forcing mechanisms for aggradation and degradation in the sand-bedded reach are 

not well understood at this time. A program of regular survey along the lower Puyallup would provide 

valuable data with which to understand trends in both long-term aggradation and seasonal or year-to-

year bed scour cycles. Recommendations for such a program were provided in a memo dated April 15, 

2014 and included as Appendix C in this report.  

Prior to artificial confinement and channelization, this reach of the river occupied a broad meander belt. 

Mid-19th century maps of the study reach digitized by the Puget Sound River History Project (2013) 

indicate that the lower Puyallup River had a sinuosity1 of about 1.5, occupied a ~2,500-foot wide 

meander belt and had an average channel width of about 260 feet. As a part of flood control measures 

following a major 1906 flood and permanent diversion of the White River into the Puyallup in 1907, the 

lower part of the river (the project reach and portions downstream) was channelized between 1914 and 

1919; cutoffs between meander bends were excavated and bulkheads built blocking off meanders 

(Chittenden, 1907; Percival, 1917). Levees and revetments were constructed along this reach between 

1916 and 1924 in order to fix the river in its straightened pathway (Tetra Tech et al., 2009). Concrete 

panels were typically installed along the face of the levees to protect them from erosion and are present 

at or close to the surface of the levee embankment slope.  

The earliest available aerial photos (USGS, 1941) show the channel through the project reach confined 

to a nearly straight (sinuosity of 1.04) channel. Between the mid-19th century and 1941, the total length 

of the Puyallup River below the confluence with the White River was reduced by approximately 3.1 

                                                            

1 Sinuosity is the ratio of channel length to valley length. 
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miles. This straightening steepened the channel substantially (on the order of 30%), which increased 

shear stress and caused the channel to downcut at least 12 feet between 1914 and 19372. After the 

minimum bed elevation was reached in the late 1930s, the bed began to aggrade. This aggradation 

appears to have halted in the mid-1940s. This is consistent with a variable gravel extraction program 

continued through the mid-1980s by Inter-County River Improvement crews and private contractors 

meant to control flooding and also mine salable gravel (Herrera 2010). Since gravel removal halted in 

the mid-1980s, the bed has begun to aggrade as expected given the concave reach profile.   

In addition to vertical adjustments, the average width of the reach has changed since channelization. 

The channel width has contracted as the so called “silt bench” has formed within confining levees. The 

channel was initially dredged wider than necessary to convey the typical discharge of water and 

sediment supplied to the reach, and so sediment bars accreted along the channel margins. These bars 

stabilized with vegetation and have subsequently grown in height as sediment deposited during floods 

has accumulated. Visual and manual textural analysis and limited geotechnical information 

(GeoEngineers, 2009) of the several exposures, pits, and boreholes along the silt bench indicate that the 

deposited sediment is dominantly composed of sand-sized material with some silt.  

3.2.2 Silt Bench Morphodynamics 

Comparison of historical surveyed cross-sections (1977, 1984), topographic contours from 1998, 

contemporary LiDAR data (2004, 2010), and observation of partially buried vegetation along the silt 

bench indicate that the bench is continuing to aggrade at the present time. For example, Exhibit 3 shows 

a comparison of estimated flood bench topography from 1940 with surveyed topography from 1984 and 

2010 LiDAR to illustrate that the rate of aggradation has not perceptibly changed through time. Exhibit 4 

shows a 31-inch deep hole excavated next to a 13-inch diameter Red Alder on the silt bench at RM 7.5. 

Excavation did not detect the tree’s root collar. Based on a typical growth rate for this species in 

favorable conditions, this tree is likely ~10 years old, indicating an average deposition rate at this site of 

approximately 3 inches per year over the past decade.  

The silt bench topography (Figure 2 insets A and B, Exhibit 3) illustrates that processes leading to 
sediment accumulation in the past may essentially re-occur if a standard floodplain bench were to be 
excavated for flood control. The silt bench relief is characterized by a raised riverward berm that may be 
as much as 6 feet higher than a landward trough along the base of the concrete panels. This indicates 
that the riverward side of the bench is growing vertically faster than the landward side of the bench. 
This is consistent with observations of floodplain sedimentation in environments where sedimentation 
rates have been observed to decrease exponentially with increasing distance from the channel margin 
(e.g., Moody and Troutman, 2000). 

Another important aspect of the silt bench topography is slumping that has locally destroyed all or part 

of the silt bench. These slumps range in size from approximately 10 feet to approximately 100 feet in 

length and about 2 feet to about 20 feet in depth. The slumps indicate that although the net pattern 

over the last century has been toward channel narrowing, this has not been a monotonic process and 

that substantial erosion may locally occur along the reach.  

                                                            

2 As indicated by the specific gauge record for USGS Gauge 12101500 plotted by Czuba et al. (2010).  
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Exhibit 3: Typical Silt Bench Cross-Section Comparison 

 

Exhibit 4: 31-inch deep hole excavated next to a 13-inch diameter Red Alder near RM 7.5  
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3.2.3 Project Implications 

Two principal aspects of the geomorphic system at the project site affect requirements for a successful 

flood bench/setback levee project. The first is that the reach in question exists at the threshold for 

gravel transport. The design implication is that alteration to the hydraulic conditions in the main channel 

during channel forming flows should be minimized because such alteration could shift the position of 

the gravel sand transition or disturb existing near-equilibrium conditions in the sand-bed reach and 

increase long-term rates of aggradation. The second aspect is that the silt bench (particularly the 

riverward berm component) is continuing to grow. Continual deposition over an excavated bench profile 

could impose unsustainable maintenance requirements. Thus, to minimize maintenance requirements, 

the excavation should be designed to maximize conveyance of water during the design flow event (a 

200-year flood) while minimizing the frequency, duration and degree of hydraulic connection during 

more frequent channel-forming flows.  

3.3 Preferred Measure 

The Preferred Flood Reduction Measure builds on the knowledge and insights gained from the 

previously modeled measures and the limited geomorphic investigation. The measure proposes leaving 

the natural silt bench more or less intact, similar to the zero to two foot excavation measures described 

previously. However, it includes an excavated trench landward of the silt bench providing additional 

conveyance capacity during large floods. A new setback levee would be constructed beyond the 

excavated trench. This excavated trench, or “high flow channel”, would only activate during 2-year or 

greater floods due to the existing or constructed silt bench that would separate it from the main 

channel. Exhibit 5 illustrates the concept, noting the variable widths and depths that were modeled. 

 

Exhibit 5: Preferred Measure Cross-Section 
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Twenty-four configurations of this concept were modeled by varying the top width of the silt bench (30 

and 50 feet), the depth of the high flow channel (2, 4, and 8 feet below existing 2-year water surface 

elevation), and the total width of the concept (250 and 350 feet from the riverward edge of the existing 

silt bench to the new levee’s landward toe). Levee side slopes were kept constant at 2.5H : 1V and the 

levee width at the crest was maintained at 52 feet. The high flow channel width is determined by the 

constraints imposed by the other parameters and ranges from approximately 50 to 200 feet wide at the 

base. 

It should be emphasized that the Preferred Measure is conceptual at this point and important details 

remain unanswered; notably, ingress and egress of water to and from the high flow channel. At a 

minimum, an outlet at the downstream end of the high flow channel would be designed to prevent fish 

stranding. Water could enter the high flow channel by overtopping the silt bench or via constructed 

inlets. A two-dimensional hydraulic model would greatly aid in designing these features and assessing 

their performance.  

Figure 3 shows the footprint of the Preferred Measure as modeled in HEC-RAS. The red line represents 

the landward toe of the new levee in the 350-foot width configuration, while the yellow line is the 

landward toe for the 250-foot width configuration. If pursued further, variable widths could be 

considered based on constraints such as the availability of land along the project reach rather than the 

static widths simulated herein. Again, this would be best evaluated using a two-dimensional hydraulic 

model. 

3.3.1 Performance of Preferred Measure 

The hydraulic performance of all 24 configurations of the Preferred Measure for a 200-year flood is 

shown in Table 1. The upper half of the table shows results for 12 configurations utilizing the existing 

(2009) riverbed while the bottom half shows the same 12 configurations with the future aggraded 

riverbed. The configuration names refer to the geometric parameters that were varied. For example, the 

250/30/2 configuration incorporates a 250-foot setback width from existing silt bench to the new levee 

landward toe, a 30-foot wide silt bench, and a high flow channel excavated 2-feet below the existing 2-

year water surface elevation. This same information is conveyed in the following columns where an “X” 

denotes that a particular feature is included in that configuration. Freeboard to SR-167 is provided by 

river mile and is color-coded green to red according to how close it comes to achieving the freeboard 

target of three-feet during the 200-year flood.  

The results show that with the existing riverbed, most of the 350-foot wide configurations achieve the 

freeboard objective upstream of river mile 4.5, while the 250-foot wide configurations are generally 

about one-foot short of the freeboard objective. As stated earlier, freeboard was measured from the 

shoulder of SR-167 rather than the crown, which is generally one half-foot higher than the shoulder. All 

configurations will require some length of floodwall along the lowermost portion of the project reach in 

order to achieve the freeboard target. Considering the future aggraded riverbed, only the most 

aggressive configurations reasonably achieve the target, and even then only upstream of river mile 5.5. 

Downstream of river mile 5.5 none of the Preferred Measure configurations achieve the freeboard 

target, and a floodwall would be required. Excavation volumes for each of the configurations are also 

shown in Table 1. The excavation required for this design is massive, ranging from approximately one to 

three million cubic yards. Assuming a cost of $20 per cubic yard, excavation and haul costs alone are 
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estimated to be $22 million to $61 million. Implicit in this cost is identifying a location to spoil such 

enormous quantities of fill. 

The floodwall required to achieve the freeboard target for the lower several miles of the project reach 

varies in height and extent according to the configuration selected. Figure 4 through 7 depict the range 

of floodwall height and extent for the design configuration extremes. Figure 4 and 5 represent the 

floodwall needs considering the existing riverbed, while Figure 6 and 7 represent the floodwall needs 

considering the future aggraded riverbed. The example cross-section shown at the bottom of each of 

these figures illustrates the modeled variables for the specified configuration. 

3.3.2 Compatibility of Preferred Measure with Natural River Processes 

The Preferred Measure is an approach to optimize flood conveyance benefit while minimizing 

disturbance to the geomorphic function of the main channel, and minimizing future maintenance 

requirements. The stated primary objective of this project is reduction in water surface associated with 

a large magnitude (200-year recurrence interval) flood and so does not inherently require modification 

of hydraulic conditions during more frequent flows. Measures that would excavate a flat bench at a low 

elevation into the floodplain would substantially change the hydraulic characteristics and fluvial 

geomorphologic conditions of the river. Notably, shear stress in the main channel would reduce by 

increasing channel width and decreasing flow depth. The expected channel response may include 

aggradation in the main channel and reformation of the current silt-bench through growth of lateral 

bars, somewhat mimicking the channel response to the dredging activities in the early 20th century. 

Accelerated main channel aggradation would reduce flood conveyance and counter the fundamental 

project goal of reducing flood levels. Reformation of the silt bench would force frequent and disruptive 

maintenance activity along the existing channel to preserve the design flood conveyance capacity.  

In contrast, the Preferred Measure minimizes alteration of physical condition of the main channel during 

typical flows and reserves activation of the overflow pathway for floods greater than a 2-year 

magnitude. This will minimize disruption to established sediment transport relations in the main 

channel, reducing the frequency of inundation of the high flow channel. Furthermore, depending on the 

design geometry, the raised riverward berm could filter suspended sediment out of the water 

overtopping the berm thereby continuing general growth of the silt bench and reducing the rate of 

sedimentation in the high flow channel.   

The Preferred Measure also allows maintenance and/or establishment of a vegetated buffer along the 

main channel (i.e., the existing silt bench). This vegetation provides many wildlife and fish habitat 

benefits and increases bank stability. Because the vegetation is separated from the setback levee by the 

high flow channel, it may avoid contentious arguments between federal, state, local, and tribal resource 

agencies regarding vegetation on the new setback levee. The concept has the added benefit that the 

majority of the construction would be completed in dry conditions disconnected from the river by the 

existing and/or designed silt bench. In order to maintain its function as a grass-lined, high flow channel, 

periodic removal of accumulated sediment may be required. Note that this activity could be 

accomplished in dry conditions during typical summer work windows since the work area would be 

separated from the main channel by the vegetated buffer.  
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4 CONCLUSION 

Hydraulic modeling was conducted using a HEC-RAS model developed by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers to investigate flood reduction measures in the lower Puyallup River. The primary objective of 

the modeling was to identify a levee setback concept that would achieve three feet of freeboard 

downstream from the SR-167 Bridge while conveying the 200-year flood. No measure was identified 

that completely achieved this objective without the use of a floodwall for some portion of the target 

reach. 

The Preferred Measure described in this report comes close to achieving the project objective through 

use of an excavated high flow channel that is configured to address long-term viability concerns typical 

of a traditional flood bench. This is achieved by building a high flow channel that will only activate in 

floods with a magnitude greater than the 2-year return interval and separating it from the main channel 

using the existing or a constructed silt bench. Maintaining or expanding the existing silt bench will 

encourage growth of more vegetation than currently exists on the bench, providing environmental 

benefits. The Preferred Measure has many advantages to it beyond that associated with a traditional 

flood bench that makes its permitability, sustainability and constructability more likely. 

The Preferred Measure, as described in this report, is a concept-level only flood reduction measure. 

Assuming the Tentatively Selective Project secures a favorable Agency Decision, the Preferred Measure 

would support the Corps’ Feasibility Study, which is considered a 35% design. Many details of the 

Preferred Measure remain to be investigated; however, it conceptually shows Pierce County’s desired 

direction of a flood reduction measure on the lower Puyallup River. 
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5 RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that periodic channel surveys of the lower Puyallup River be conducted to better 

understand long-term and short-term changes in the channel bed elevation. A program outlining the 

minimum frequency and location of these surveys is included in Appendix C. As noted in Section 2.2.2, 

the flood profile computed using the GI HEC-RAS model, which is the basis for the modeling performed 

for this report, under-predicts the 100-year flood water surface compared to two earlier HEC-RAS 

models. The reason for this was traced to a lower channel bed, most notably in the lower three miles, 

which has a sand-dominated bed. If the riverbed observed by the USGS in 2009, which is the basis for 

the HEC-RAS cross-sections used in this study, is uncharacteristically low because they were surveyed 

following large floods in 2008 and early 2009, then the results of the modeling reported herein will 

under-predict flood levels and may not properly represent the impact of the proposed flood reducing 

measures. Understanding the cyclic nature of changes in the bed elevation will also inform the sediment 

transport modeling to be completed by the Corps in order to forecast future channel bed elevations. 
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250/50/4 X X X 1.2 $25 11% 0.0 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.3 0.9 1.3 2.1 2.3 3.2

250/50/8 X X X 1.5 $29 14% -0.1 0.9 1.3 1.4 1.6 0.9 1.4 2.3 2.6 3.5

350/30/2 X X X 1.8 $36 16% -0.1 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.9 0.8 1.6 2.5 2.8 3.8

350/30/4 X X X 2.2 $45 20% -0.2 1.4 1.9 2.1 2.4 0.8 1.9 2.9 3.2 4.3

350/30/8 X X X 3.1 $61 27% -0.2 1.8 2.6 2.9 3.3 0.8 2.3 3.6 4.0 5.2

350/50/2 X X X 1.7 $35 15% -0.1 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.8 0.9 1.6 2.5 2.8 3.7

350/50/4 X X X 2.1 $43 19% -0.2 1.3 1.9 2.0 2.3 0.8 1.8 2.9 3.2 4.2

350/50/8 X X X 2.9 $58 25% -0.2 1.7 2.5 2.7 3.1 0.8 2.2 3.5 3.9 5.0

Base Geometry 0% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 -1.1 -0.6 -0.4 0.2

250/30/2 X X X 1.1 $23 13% -0.1 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.4 0.3 -0.2 0.6 0.8 1.6

250/30/4 X X X 1.3 $27 15% -0.1 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.7 0.2 0.0 0.8 1.1 1.9

250/30/8 X X X 1.6 $33 19% -0.2 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.2 0.2 0.3 1.2 1.5 2.4

250/50/2 X X X 1.1 $22 12% -0.1 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.3 0.3 -0.3 0.4 0.7 1.5

250/50/4 X X X 1.2 $25 14% -0.1 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.5 0.3 -0.1 0.6 0.9 1.7

250/50/8 X X X 1.5 $29 17% -0.1 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.9 0.2 0.1 0.9 1.2 2.0

350/30/2 X X X 1.8 $36 20% -0.2 1.5 1.9 2.0 2.3 0.1 0.4 1.3 1.6 2.5

350/30/4 X X X 2.2 $45 24% -0.3 1.8 2.4 2.5 2.8 0.1 0.7 1.7 2.0 3.0

350/30/8 X X X 3.1 $61 31% -0.3 2.3 3.1 3.3 3.8 0.0 1.2 2.5 2.9 4.0

350/50/2 X X X 1.7 $35 19% -0.2 1.4 1.9 1.9 2.2 0.1 0.4 1.3 1.5 2.4

350/50/4 X X X 2.1 $43 23% -0.3 1.7 2.3 2.4 2.7 0.1 0.6 1.7 1.9 2.9

350/50/8 X X X 2.9 $58 29% -0.3 2.2 3.0 3.1 3.5 0.1 1.1 2.3 2.7 3.7

Table 1: Hydraulic results for Preferred Measure Concept (24 configurations)
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Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: January 22, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Chris Long 
SUBJECT: Conference Call minutes for January 16, 2014 

 

Conference call attendees: Chris Long, Derek Stuart and Alex Anderson of NHC; CJ Holt, Patrick Wheeler and 
Brendan Comport of Seattle District COE; Helmut Schmidt and Randy Brake of Pierce County 

The purpose of the meeting was to 1) learn status of Corp on identifying the TSP, 2) understand the big-
picture GI timeline, and 3) learn a few specifics regarding the hydraulic model developed by the Corp. 

The Corp is currently wrapping up their TSP recommendation.  The levee alternative will be the recommended 
project and not the dredging or damning options.  The currently modeled levee alternative is based on the 
alignment and profile shown in the Pierce County Flood Hazard Management Plan.  The design includes a 
flood wall along the south levee (SR-167) and removing the Clear Creek channel tide gate. 

 

The following GI milestones were identified.  The dates are approximate. 

TSP   February 2014  (initial recommendation for project - will be levee alt.) 

Agency Decision June 2014  (internal preliminary design) 

Chiefs Report  December 2014  (internal division is satisfied with recommendations) 

35% Design  December 2015  (already passed EIS, feasibility doc, public review) 

60% Design  December 2016  (awaits congressional approval to even begin) 

 

The Corp welcomes assistance from Pierce County in optimizing the levee alternative (alignment and profile of 
setback levee on the north side, floodwall on south side, ring levee in the Clear Creek floodplain).  The TSP 
model uses a ring levee around the 14’ contour in the Clear Creek floodplain.  There was ~$40M difference in 
real-estate acquisition cost between a ring levee at the 14’ vs 18’ contour.  The ideal window to provide 
guidance to the Corp for optimization of the design is between now and May 2014.  Ideally the Corp will be 
kept abreast of model results and findings as they become available.  Edits can still be made to the design 
after the Agency Decision milestone, but the closer the design is to final in the beginning, the more efficient 
the process will be.  Chris explained the Corp would be welcome at project update meetings with the County 
as they happen. 
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Brandon explained that the future river bed profile (50-year sediment accumulation) is based on extrapolating 
results from the USGS 2010 study where transects from 1984 and 2009 were compared.  The future bed is not 
based on sediment transport modeling and does not take into account the hydraulic changes that will be 
induced by the recommended hydraulic measures (flood wall, levee setback, sediment bench excavation, 
etc.).  On average the river bed in the lower 8 miles raises by 2-3 feet in the future geometry.  Early planning 
of the project using reasonable assumptions such as this are part of the planning SMART process – 
implemented by the Corp recently to make feasibility studies more streamlined and successful.  

The Corps intends to perform sediment transport modeling on the recommended flood reduction measures, 
but this likely will not happen until spring 2015.  The Corps has a contract with the USGS to provide suspended 
and bed load measurements in the lower Puyallup River at three specific discharges.  So far only one of the 
measurements has been collected because only one of the discharges was realized this winter.  Considering 
January is coming to a close, the likelihood of seeing the remaining two higher discharges is low.  Therefore it 
may not be until winter 2015 that the final bed load measurements are made, allowing sediment transport 
modeling to proceed with empirical bed load inputs.  Therefore sediment transport evaluations may be 
simulated on a more refined project alternative than now exists. 

Brandon stated the model should be simulated using HEC-RAS 4.2 Beta.  The model runs significantly faster 
than in HEC-RAS 4.1.  In fact, the model as now constructed may not actually run in HEC-RAS 4.1.   

Chris explained that NHC will trim the model to have an upstream boundary near the White River confluence.  
Especially for the initial investigative work that is planned, there is no need to simulate the entire basin 
model. 

Pat explained what versions of the model are now ready to be transferred and which are still about one week 
out.  The Corp will deliver Existing and Future conditions without project geometries by tomorrow (Friday Jan 
24).  The Existing and Future conditions with project geometries will be delivered next week (week of January 
27).  Numerous HEC-RAS plans exist, but they will whittle down the deliverable products so as not to confuse 
the issue at hand, which is to investigate how effective various measures are at reducing the flood profile. 

Brendan stated that a cursory investigation indicated the flood profile was not sensitive to removing the 
concrete panels that line the channel banks.  Randy Brake stated that he expects a lot of the sediment bench 
could be removed, and therefore the County expects there to be more influence on flood profiles than 
Brendan mentioned. 

Pat and Brendan explained that the hydraulic model had undergone several internal reviews (DQC reviews).  
Some of the review comments have already been addressed while others have not and would not be at this 
point in time.  Chris asked for the DQC comments, but Pat stated they were not well compiled and it would be 
difficult to transmit them in their current format.  The intent of adhering the currently Feasibility Study to the 
Planning SMART referendum (3x3x3 rule) limits how developed the model is at this early point in the planning 
stage.   

Chris and Derek asked questions about the specific LiDAR datasets used to inform lateral weirs and overbank 
topography.  Brendan stated that most of those features were coded with 2010 LiDAR (2 meter resolution), 
though some had been updated with 2012 LiDAR (1 meter resolution).  Hylebos Creek is an example of a 
reach that was coded with the 2012 LiDAR.  Chris asked how to access the 2012 LiDAR, but nobody knew 
exactly.  This point should be clarified because Chris and Derek are only aware of 2004 and 2010 LiDAR data 
sets for Pierce County (2-meter and 1 meter resolution respectively).   

Brendan stated that the model is loosely documented at this point, but that an appendix to their feasibility 
study would be included with the digital submittal of the hydraulic model.  



Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: February 4, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Chris Long 
SUBJECT: Meeting minutes for January 31, 2014 

 

Meeting attendees: Chris Long, Derek Stuart, Malcolm Leytham and Alex Anderson of NHC; Helmut Schmidt 
and Randy Brake of Pierce County; Ken Fellows of GeoEngineers 

The purpose of the meeting was to 1) summarize the project data that had been collected, 2) provide an 
overview of the hydraulic model review task, and 3) identify the initial flood reduction measures to simulate. 

Chris provided a meeting agenda (attached) that served as an outline of the topics to be discussed.  

Chris summarized the deliverables that had been received from the USACE and Pierce County to date.  They 
are listed in the attached agenda, but in general include pertinent geometries and flow files of the HEC-RAS 
model, documentation of the hydrology and hydraulics completed by the USACE for the TSP submittal, and 
shapefiles showing the Clear Creek ring levee footprint as envisioned by the USACE and Pierce County. 

Together Chris and Derek summarized the spatial extent and construction of the HEC-RAS model.  The model 
is basin-wide, comprehensive, and generally meets standard modeling protocol.  The “cascading storage area” 
approach was discussed with its benefits and detriments mentioned.  The future conditions geometry 
approach was briefly mentioned and acknowledged to be sufficient at this early stage in the project.  Derek 
illustrated where bridge pier stationing was offset from river bathymetry at two bridges and suggested that 
overtopping of Clarks Creek may not be adequately replicated in the model as constructed and should be 
considered when evaluating flood reduction measures.  A difference in the profile of North Levee Road at RM 
3 was brought forth by Derek and Helmut and Randy agreed to look into the issue. 

Considerable more time was spent discussing a difference in flood profiles between the USACE model and 
previous modeling of the Lower Puyallup River (FEMA model (2003) and Pierce County Flood Protection 
Investigation (2007)).  The 100-year discharge profiles differ by more than 2 feet just upstream of the I-5 
bridge; the USACE model is the lower of the two profiles.  A possible explanation proposed by Derek is 
degradation of the reach as validated by comparing cross-sections in the lower 3 miles.  This is contrary to the 
generally accepted condition that the lower Puyallup River is an aggrading reach.  Chris stated this theory has 
not been vetted, and in fact the difference in profiles was just noticed a few days before the meeting.  Chris 
stated that this issue would be investigated more thoroughly in the coming weeks.  Ken Fellows raised the 
point that the team should not lose sight of the impact sedimentation can have on the recommended design.  
Channel bed adjustments of several feet, caused by a large flood, could outflank flood reduction measures 
that were based on a specific bed profile; even if sediment transport modeling in performed.  This uncertainty 
should be acknowledged in the final design. 
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NOTE – SUBSEQUENT TO THE MEETING, A VERTICAL DATUM ISSUE WAS IDENTIFIED IN THE MODEL 
ACCOUNTING FOR SOME (MUCH?) OF THE DIFFERENCE IN FLOOD PROFILES. 

Using the GIS to cut transects from LiDAR datasets, Chris illustrated how the river bank topography for the 
existing conditions WITHOUT project geometry differed from the existing conditions WITH project geometry.  
The WITHOUT geometry bank and overbank topography appear to be based on LiDAR collected in 2004 while 
the WITH geometry bank and overbank topography appear to be based on LiDAR collected in 2010.  The 
primary difference seems to be that the sediment bench is reflected in the 2010 LiDAR but not in the 2004.  
Chris noted that for a true “apples to apples” comparison, the bank topography of the WITHOUT geometry 
should be modified to simulate the impact of the sediment bench. 

Derek brought up the idea of evaluating setting back the right bank levee between the UPRR Bridge (RM 2.5) 
and the BNSFRR Bridge (RM 2).  Helmut stated this was extremely unlikely to be feasible because it would 
require negotiating with the railroads.  However all acknowledged that there generally appears to be room to 
open up conveyance on the right bank and that the river is constricted in this reach. 

The conversation moved to what flood reduction measures Pierce County wants to evaluate and the following 
three conditions were agreed upon. 

 Set back the right bank levee between the UPRR Bridge (RM 2.5) and the BNSFRR Bridge (RM 2) a 
distance of 200 feet to 300 feet depending upon the location to determine its impact. 

 Determine the channel shape (by modifying the north bank) required to achieve the goal of 
maintaining 3 feet of freeboard above the 200-year flood on Highway 167 between RM 7.25 and 3. 

 Determine the channel shape (by modifying the north bank) required to achieve the goal of 
maintaining 3 feet of freeboard above the 200-year flood on Highway 167 between RM 7.25 and 2. 

Chris stated that these three conditions could be simulated in several days and the team should plan on a 
conference call next Friday (2-7-14) to discuss the results.  The results of these scenarios would dictate which 
measures would be next simulated. 

NOTE – THE PROPOSED CONFERENCE CALL ON 2-7-14 HAS BEEN POSTPONED DUE TO THE NEWLY 
DISCOVERED VERTICAL DATUM ISSUE IN THE MODEL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: March 7, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Chris Long, Alex Anderson 
SUBJECT: Meeting minutes for March 6, 2014 

 

Meeting attendees: Chris Long, Derek Stuart, Malcolm Leytham and Alex Anderson of NHC; Helmut Schmidt 
and Randy Brake of Pierce County; Ken Fellows of GeoEngineers 

The purpose of the meeting was to 1) summarize the key findings from the hydraulic model review, 2) discuss 
the initial flood reduction modeling that has been completed to date, and 3) discuss a path forward for 
refining the flood reduction modeling. 

Chris provided a meeting agenda (attached) that served as an outline of the topics to be discussed.  

Chris summarized the key findings from the hydraulic model review memorandum. These include 1) the 
vertical datum error at several bridge cross-sections, and 2) the discovery that the bed had degraded by 
approximately 2-4 feet between 2007 and 2009, lowering the water surface profile by a similar amount. Chris 
stated that the Corps fixed the vertical datum error, and NHC fixed several other minor issues identified in the 
model review before moving forward with alternatives modeling. 

The subject shifted from recapping prior work submittals to a discussion of the measures modeling now 
underway. Chris stated we have moved forward with our alternatives modeling using the Corps’ model with 
riverbed at the time of 2009 survey. Ken asked and the County acknowledged that they are okay with moving 
forward using the 2009 bed.  

Chris and Alex presented a summary of six alternatives that have been evaluated to date. A spreadsheet 
showing the components of each alternative and its impact was distributed, along with representative cross-
section plots that illustrate what each alternative entails. The spreadsheet and cross-section plots are 
attached to these meeting notes. 

In general the alternatives modeled show that the “3-feet of freeboard during the 200-year flood event” can 
be readily achieved above river mile 4.5 by excavation along the right bank. Below river mile 4.5 the freeboard 
is difficult to attain even with excavation because of the channel constriction through the bridge corridor. It 
was suspected, and confirmed during the meeting, that the modeled levee along SR167 represents the 
shoulder of the road, so an additional ~0.5-feet of freeboard from what is presented in the spreadsheet is 
available if one measures from the crown rather than the shoulder.  

The discussion shifted toward future modeling exercises and two main thrusts of work emerged. First, NHC 
will evaluate the most promising of the already modeled alternatives using the Corps’ future bed geometry. 
This will allow the team to see how much freeboard is lost due to forecasted channel aggradation. Chris 
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stated that NHC could perform this work quickly, and would email the team an updated spreadsheet early 
next week, at which time there could be a conference call to discuss the results if needed. 

The second component discussed involves fine tuning to achieve the desired freeboard with limited, targeted 
excavation. Several of the alternatives modeled have around 5-6 feet freeboard with extensive excavation. 
The County acknowledged that a couple miles of floodwall may be needed along SR167 just upstream of the 
bridge corridor to achieve the desired freeboard. NHC will move forward with the “targeted excavation” 
approach using both the 2009 riverbed and the Corps’ future condition bed. Excavation may be significant 
(200-400 foot benches) from the Union Pacific Railroad bridge to Frank Albert Road. Above Frank Albert Road 
the benches should be smaller, generally 100-feet wide in order for the setback levee base to fit within the 
County’s 200-foot easement. The bench will continue upstream until no longer necessary to achieve the 
desired freeboard. The County suggested using benches at the 5,000 cfs stage. 

A tentative meeting around March 19th was targeted to discuss the results of this analysis.  

Ken commented on the state of the project budget, noting that the hydraulic model review took significantly 
more effort than anticipated, but the key findings that resulted are critical elements with ramifications for any 
final design down the road. The County agreed, saying it was okay to bill Task 2 above what was budgeted, 
but to move any hours to Task 3 that can be justified. 
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Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: March 24, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Chris Long, Alex Anderson 
SUBJECT: Meeting minutes for March 19, 2014 

 

Meeting attendees: Chris Long, Derek Stuart and Alex Anderson of NHC; Helmut Schmidt, Randy Brake, 
Ryan Rutkosky, Erica Grimm and Hans Hunger of Pierce County; Ken Fellows of GeoEngineers 

The purpose of the meeting was to 1) recap the initial flood reduction strategies modeled and presented 
at the 3-6-14 meeting, 2) discuss the more refined flood reduction modeling that has been completed 
over the past two weeks, and 3) discuss several important questions that have arisen over the course of 
the modeling effort. 

Chris provided a meeting agenda (attached) that served as an outline of the topics to be discussed. Also 
attached are the other handouts provided during the meeting. 

Chris summarized the key points from the last team meeting on 3-6-14. Six alternatives were presented 
at that meeting, all based on the existing (2009) riverbed. A question that arose during the 3-6-14 
meeting was to what extent will the freeboard achieved by the various alternatives be reduced using the 
future aggraded riverbed? After the 3-6-14 meeting, NHC simulated the future aggraded riverbed on the 
two most promising alternatives and found freeboard was reduced by 0.6 - 1.3 feet along SR167. This 
result was emailed to the team on 3-11-14 in spreadsheet format. 

The subject shifted from recapping prior work submittals to a discussion of the twelve measures 
modeled since the last meeting. These twelve measures are comprised of: 

 Six simulations with the existing (2009) riverbed – including three with work only in the Union 
Pacific Bridge-Frank Albert Rd corridor, and three with work continuing upstream and 

 Six simulations with the future aggraded riverbed – including three with work only in the Union 
Pacific Bridge-Frank Albert Rd corridor, and three with work continuing upstream. 

Chris explained the logic behind these measures - which were attempts to achieve the desired 
freeboard (3 feet + 200-year WSEL) with minimal excavation. The measures utilize benches at various 
locations and elevations. The bench elevations were determined by one of three flow rates: 5000, 7000, 
or 9000 cfs. These flows correspond to approximately the 1-year peak flow rate or less for this reach. 

Using the existing riverbed, NHC was able to come very close to the desired freeboard with a 400-ft 
wide bench from the Union Pacific Railroad Bridge to Frank Albert Rd, and a 100-ft wide bench 
approximately 6000 feet in length between the 66th Ave Bridge and the SR167 (Meridian) Bridge 
(“B5000” scenario in the spreadsheet handout, benches were set at the 5000 cfs stage).  
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With the future aggraded riverbed, the scenario closest to achieving the desired freeboard was 
“FB5000”, which utilized a 400-ft wide bench from the Union Pacific Railroad Bridge to Frank Albert Rd, 
and a 100-ft wide bench continuously from Frank Albert Rd to SR167. Benches were set at the 5000 cfs 
stage elevation in this scenario.  

Other scenarios modeled indicated that freeboard is reduced by around 0.1 ft by raising the bench 
elevation from the 5000 cfs stage to the 7000 cfs stage, and further reduced by a similar amount when 
raising the bench to the 9000 cfs stage.  None of the scenarios modeled was able to achieve the target 
freeboard near the Union Pacific Railroad and upstream for approximately 1 mile. 

Hans questioned how the future aggraded bed was developed. Chris explained that it is a 50-year 
projection developed simply by doubling the aggradation volume observed by the USGS from 1984-
2009. The Corps is planning on conducting sediment modeling in the future, but lacks the data to do so 
currently. Chris and Derek explained that NHC (in 2007) conducted long-term sediment modeling and 
found that the aggradation was to reach equilibrium within ~10 years in the lower few miles, but 
aggradation would continue further upstream. 

The discussion then moved away from the model and hydraulic results and toward a discussion of 
permits and what type of project would be politically feasible.  Hans felt strongly that no active 
sediment management plan would be acceptable to the Puyallup Tribe, as removing built up sediment 
on the benches would also remove any vegetation. He pointed out that no other agency in the Pacific 
Northwest that he is aware of does active sediment management in a river (City of Renton is trying). 
The County also pointed out that the benches under consideration are all below ordinary high water so 
clearing off accumulated sediment could be difficult to permit, even if done during summer low-flow 
periods. Because of these difficulties Hans felt we should not assume any active sediment management 
as part of the design. This led to a discussion of just how much sediment would buildup on the benches 
and at what rate. If the time period for sediment buildup on the benches is long enough, it may be 
money well spent to excavate them even knowing they will slowly accrete. The group decided it would 
be best to get the input of a geomorphologist on this point. Chris stated that he would talk to one of 
NHC’s geomorphologists and report back to Helmut on a level of effort required to answer questions of 
bench aggradation rate and equilibrium elevation. Funds for this effort could come from the 
management reserve (Task 7) since there are no scoped geomorphology tasks.  

Based on an assumption of no sediment management, the discussion moved to alternatives that 
achieve the freeboard by building higher, using a floodwall along SR167 and a taller levee along the 
existing north bank. The concept of a floodwall along the north bank was brought up, but this idea 
seemed less desirable than a levee height increase. That said, it could be a useful alternative for 
negotiations. Any work along the north bank road is complicated by a number of factors including: 

 The road is substandard in areas and may require full upgrading if any work is done to it.  
 The Puyallup Tribe has a recreation center built very near the existing road alignment.  
 The road surface and prism are owned by Fife while the ground underneath is County property.  

Hans summarized his general sentiment with the statement that any plan must be “habitat plus, not 
habitat minus”. This prompted a discussion of opportunities for habitat enhancement on the property 
owned by Union Pacific Railroad, between the Union Pacific Railroad Bridge and Frank Albert Rd. This 
large swath of undeveloped land could be opened up to the river with meandering side channels and 
habitat features. A portion of the property approximately 200-ft wide could be reserved for a future 
railroad switching yard.  
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Future model simulations were discussed focusing on more politically feasible measures. The discussion 
boiled down to one additional scenario to model. This scenario would include benches set at a stage to 
be determined by the geomorphic analysis with an engineered silt bench to replace the existing silt 
bench. The County will provide NHC a shapefile showing a County easement line.  Using this, NHC will 
simulate a bench that more accurately fits within the available space. A 400-foot wide bench will be 
used in the UP property downstream of Frank Albert Rd, but the actual levee could be set back an 
additional distance (leaving space for a future switching yard). It is understood that freeboard for this 
scenario will likely be less than the current alternatives, and that floodwalls will be used where needed 
to achieve the remainder of the freeboard required. Modeling of this scenario is on hold until a 
geomorphologist’s assessment of future sedimentation on the benches is completed. 

It is anticipated that the next team meeting will be in approximately three to four weeks, but no date 
was set. 

Coordination with the USACE was discussed, but Hans felt it was too early to inform them of our 
progress. It was decided to inform the USACE of the project findings after reviewing results of the model 
scenario described above. 

Helmut commented on the state of the project budget, noting that we are in good shape having spent 
approximately 1/3 of the project budget.  



Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: May 5, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Alex Anderson, Chris Long 
SUBJECT: Minutes for Conference Call on May 1, 2014 

 

Conference call attendees: Chris Long, Alex Anderson, and Andrew Nelson of NHC; Helmut Schmidt, Randy 
Brake, and Hans Hunger of Pierce County; Ken Fellows of GeoEngineers. 

The purpose of the web-based meeting was to update the team with results of three new scenarios modeled 
in HEC-RAS and also to share geomorphic thoughts/findings on the existing silt bench. The meeting agenda 
(attached) was thorough and as such, these minutes are not a standalone recap of each discussion point, but 
rather compliment the agenda and highlight areas of the discussion not reflected in the agenda. 

Considering it had been nearly 6 weeks since the last team meeting on March 19, Chris initially highlighted 
NHC’s activities since the meeting. Next results of the three new simulations in the HEC-RAS model were 
presented. These hypothetical alternatives included excavating 0, 1, or 2 feet from the existing silt bench and 
cutting the slope up to the landward toe of the existing levee. The allowable width of flow on the floodplain 
was then varied to achieve the desired freeboard of 3 feet below SR167 in the 200-year flood. The point of the 
scenarios was to establish a hypothetical bound of what flow width would be required in the absence of other 
conveyance enhancement measures. The net result was that the three alternatives (cut 0, 1, and 2 feet below 
the existing silt bench) only varied by a few tenths in flood profile, so the floodplain width required was the 
same for all three scenarios. This width varied from over 1000 feet (excluding the channel width) to around 
500 feet. Much of the new development east of Frank Albert Road was preserved, but the floodplain 
upstream and downstream of it was inundated. 

Before the hydraulic modeling could be conducted, NHC first needed to resolve a discrepancy between the 
2004 and 2010 LiDAR. The 2010 LiDAR typically shows a much more pronounced silt bench on both the south 
and north banks, and subsequently yields a channel width that is up to 30 feet narrower than if 2004 LiDAR 
were used. Alex and Andrew investigated 4 cross-sections on April 29 and confirmed the 2010 LiDAR is much 
more representative of the silt bench topography. This finding is important because the Corps “without 
project” model, and all of NHC’s modeling through the March 19 meeting, was conducted using 2004 LiDAR 
for the channel banks. Representing the banks with 2010 LiDAR results in a 200-year flood WSEL that is up to 
one foot higher than if they were represented using 2004 LiDAR. Note that NHC only updated the hydraulic 
model using 2010 LiDAR in the project reach. 

During the cross-section verification survey, Andrew was able to conduct a cursory investigation of the silt 
bench. Key findings from that visit include: 

 Composed of medium-fine sand 
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 Overall rate of growth in the past few decades is similar to growth in earlier decades 
 Growth is heterogeneous, with up to 31 inches within the last 10 years observed at one location 
 Growth likely doesn’t happen every year, but substantial growth can occur during infrequent floods 

(several feet of sand can be deposited by a single large flood) 
 The vegetated margin along the edge of the main channel is more dynamic in growth/decay than 

areas further from the main channel, as expected from textbook understanding of sediment transport 
processes 

NHC used the knowledge gained of the silt bench to formulate a flood reduction design alternative which was 
presented to the group. The alternative is designed to be less disruptive to the river’s natural processes as 
opposed to the benches evaluated previously which essentially create an oversized channel. The new design 
features a silt berm along the main channel similar to what the river is building on its own, and a “high flow 
bypass” behind the berm. Inlets and outlets to the bypass could be spaced periodically. The design has the 
benefit of allowing existing vegetation adjacent to the main channel to remain intact. The infrequency with 
which the high flow path is activated should reduce maintenance requirements. Pierce County directed NHC 
to move forward with modeling the design with attention paid to these five constraints:  

 the elevation of the berm separating the main channel and high flow channel 
 the width of the high flow channel 
 the depth of the high flow channel 
 the new levee crest elevation (New North Levee Rd elevation), and  
 the required floodwall elevation along SR167 to protect against any residual flood risk.  



Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: May 28, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Chris Long 
SUBJECT: Meeting minutes for May 22, 2014 

 

Meeting attendees: Chris Long, Alex Anderson, and Andrew Nelson of NHC; Helmut Schmidt, Erica Grimm, and 
Randy Brake of Pierce County; Ken Fellows of GeoEngineers. 

The purpose of the meeting was to update the team with hydraulic model results of the flood relief concept 
that was introduced at the May 1 internet meeting.   

Chris began the meeting with a quick recap of the key discussion points at the May 1 meeting.  The recap 
ended with describing a flood bench that was envisioned to achieve the project flood relief goals and work in 
concert with the natural rhythms of the Puyallup River.  A schematic of a typical cross-section with the flood 
bench was displayed and Andrew expanded on its important features.  These key features are itemized on the 
meeting agenda (attached). 

Alex summarized the flood bench cross-section variables that were modeled, discussing why particular values 
were selected and how the variables were combined to form 24 possible combinations.  The variables and 
their values modeled are listed in the meeting agenda (attached).  Alex next itemized assumptions and 
limitations in the HEC-RAS model of the flood bench, also listed in the attached meeting agenda.  The key 
point made was that the hydraulic modeling is at a feasibility level and not a design level.  Recognizing this 
allowed the modeling to be completed quickly, without getting involved in the details such as entrance and 
exit options and intermediate flood levels.  A design level model for this significant of a project would 
necessitate 2D modeling.  Finally Alex shared the model results in spreadsheet form.  The spreadsheet 
(attached) summarized the available freeboard below SR-167 for the 200-year discharge for all 24 possible 
combinations of variables that were modeled. 

Following ensued a discussion regarding the specific variables modeled.  This included questions about the 
landward slope of the proposed bench (6:1), entrance and exit pathways from the overflow channel, 
maximum excavation depth of the flood bench, etc.  These topics were discussed at a high level, but not in 
detail.  Chris suggested that at this stage, the flood bench concept and the modeling should be viewed from 
the perspective that a feasible alternative exists and it shows promise for relieving flooding that approaches 
the goals set forth by Pierce County. 

Chris suggested the next step should be to engage the USACE.  They have not been privy to the progress made 
by the consultant team since the hydraulic model review task was completed in February.  This idea had 
strong support and Randy agreed to take set up a meeting with the new project manager at the USACE.  
Randy floated by the group meeting the first or second week of June to general approval. 
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Chris wondered aloud if Pierce County would entertain informally sharing the flood bench concept with a 
representative of the Puyallup Tribe, suggesting this could prove beneficial in several ways.  The intent would 
not be to share hydraulic model results, but merely a congenial sharing of information with the Tribe, 
soliciting their initial reaction in order to gage the tenor of future permit discussions. 

Helmut asked NHC to provide Erica the proposed levee landward toe lines (250’ and 350’ from edge of OHW) 
so the County could develop internal maps for discussion. 

Ken proposed a short memo be drafted to document key features of the proposed flood bench noting how 
they minimize impacts to the channel and work in concert with natural river processes.  Chris asked if this was 
a comprehensive document charting the path from the beginning of the investigation to the proposed 
concept.  Helmut and Ken both agreed it was not, but rather a 1-page summary to accompany model results 
that could be used to refresh memories when/if needed.  Chris agreed to draft the summary memo for the 
forthcoming USACE meeting. 

Ken asked if there was a way to demark the extent and height of the required floodwall along SR-167.  Chris 
pointed out that the floodwall requirements change for each modeled scenario (24).  Chris stated NHC would 
consider how this could be portrayed, noting the easiest way would be to select just a few of the scenarios. 

Chris observed that he believed the Task 3 modeling could be approaching an end.  The intent of the task was 
to perform investigative modeling of flood relief measures and provide the results to the USACE for guidance 
of their TSP (tentatively selected project).  The flood bench concept that the modeling is now narrowing in 
upon is just that.  Depending on the reaction by of USACE to the concept, Task 3 could be approaching an end 
with the model documentation still to be completed. 

A general and brief discussion of Task 4 ensued.  Helmut and Randy stated that the County will need guidance 
on the extent of flooding up culverts and tributaries that drain to the Puyallup River based on the preferred 
flood relief alternative.  Helmut mentioned that they also will need guidance on the height of a proposed 
Clear Creek ring levee.  Chris agreed that NHC could provide this, but that further discussion on this topic 
should follow the forthcoming meeting with the USACE. 

 



Memorandum 

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax) 
 

DATE: June 24, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Project File     
COMPANY/AGENCY: N/A  
FROM: Chris Long, Alex Anderson 
SUBJECT: Meeting minutes for June 19, 2014 

 

Meeting attendees: Chris Long, and Alex Anderson of NHC; Helmut Schmidt, Anne-marie Marshall-Dody, and 
Randy Brake of Pierce County; Ken Fellows of GeoEngineers; Paul Massart, Brendan Comport, Michael Gonia, 
Charyl Barrow, and Keely Brown of the Seattle District USACE. 

The purpose of the meeting was to meet the new USACE GI project manager, learn the status of the Puyallup 
Basin GI, share results of the setback levee modeling efforts to date by NHC and solicit the USACE’s opinion on 
the design concept and next steps.   

Paul began the meeting by providing a summary of the Puyallup GI status including key milestones.  The 
USACE is now anticipating completion of the Tentatively Selected Project (TSP) report by the end of the USACE 
fiscal year which is September 30, 2014.  The TSP report will identify a levee type option (setback, 
improvement, extension, etc.) as the preferred option for reducing flood levels on the lower Puyallup River.  
Once the TSP report is submitted, three concurrent reviews of the TSP report will be initiated and are 
expected to be completed in October and November 2014.  These reviews include the Agency Technical 
Review (ATR), Independent External Pier Review (IEPR), and the Public Review (PR).  It is important to note 
that the TSP is for the entire Puyallup River basin, not just the Lower Puyallup levee setback project being 
discussed today.  The next milestone after the 3 concurrent TSP reviews is the Agency Decision.  This is the 
opportunity for USACE management to evaluate the TSP report and the external reviews of the report and 
determine if the project should move forward or terminate.  

If the project successfully passes the Agency Decision milestone, the project moves into the Feasibility Design 
stage.  According to USACE terminology, a conceptual design is a 10% design and a feasibility design is a 35% 
design.  Paul stated that the work GeoEngineers and NHC has done on behalf of Pierce County would support 
the Feasibility Study.  Assuming the project passes the Agency Decision milestone, the Feasibility Design 
would begin about March 2015.  Another name for the Feasibility Study is the Chief’s Report.  The deadline 
for the Chief’s Report is December 2015 in keeping with the 3x3x3 rule (3 years, $3M, 3 inches).  

Paul stated that all funding necessary to arrive at the Chief’s Report has been proposed in President Obama’s 
congressional budget.  In fact, while $3M has been secured and is the target, up to $6M is now allowed.  The 
decision to authorize a project is made upon allocation of congressional funding.  The federal government / 
local sponsor cost share is 50/50 up until the Chief’s Report.  If the project is authorized, the cost share 
changes to 65/35, with the smaller percentage born by the local sponsor.  Considering this, a decision to 
authorize the project would be expected sometime after December 2015. 
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At this point, Chris described the work that NHC and GeoEngineers had done to date to conceptualize and 
model a setback levee on the lower Puyallup River.  A punch list of his talking points is shown in the attached 
Meeting Agenda.  Chris also elaborated on the benefits of the design concept beyond flood reduction to 
include fluvial geomorphic continuity with the river, securing environmental permits, future maintenance, 
constructability, alignment with USACE levee vegetation policy, etc.  A list of these benefits is also attached to 
the meeting minutes.   

After Chris finished describing the conceptual design and modeling, Helmut asked how individual projects 
within the GI are prioritized.  Paul stated that prioritization is part of the Feasibility Study.  Anne-Marie asked 
if property acquisition is eligible for cost-sharing.  Paul responded that the federal government will not pay for 
property acquisition, but that money spent by the local sponsor (Pierce County) can count towards their share 
of the cost-sharing balance.  The monetary value assigned to property acquisition is the property value at the 
time of construction and not the purchase price.  Therefore the County can begin to purchase land they 
believe necessary for the project, but they are accepting risk that the project may not move forward and also 
recognizing they would not be reimbursed based on the purchase price.  Paul stated there is no limit as to 
how far back in time property acquisition can be eligible for credit towards the cost-share balance. 

Paul restated that the 35% (feasibility) design might begin approximately March 2015.  The design would be 
the responsibility of both the USACE and Pierce County.  Portions of the design could be contracted out to a 
third party by either the USACE or Pierce County.  That decision would be based on available staff, expertise, 
etc. Work contracted out or performed by the local sponsor is eligible for cost share inclusion if it substitutes 
for work the USACE would have otherwise had to perform itself.   

Charyl stated that the intent of the National Economic Development Plan (NEDP) is to reasonably maximize 
net benefits of the project – essentially looking for the best “bang for the buck”. Achieving a benefit/cost ratio 
in excess of 2.5 would be excellent, but few projects can achieve this.   

Charyl stated that Pierce County would bear 100% of the cost of constructing a levee in excess of the crest 
elevation determined through the NEDP. 

Charyl noted that the setback levee alignment modeled by NHC differs from that currently being evaluated in 
the TSP report.  Helmut asked if that meant the TSP should be revised to include the newly proposed levee 
footprint or if it could be introduced during Feasibility Design.  Much discussion of this point ensued, with the 
conclusion that the TSP should not be impacted at this point and that assuming a positive Agency Decision, 
the new footprint would be introduced during Feasibility Design. This would be allowed because it is 
essentially the same type of project (setback levee) within the same footprint. 

Chris asked if there was anything Pierce County should pursue in support of the TSP.  Paul stated that basically 
the USACE now has all they need to draft the TSP report.  He said that the County could pursue evaluating the 
total anticipated cost of the project because cost is the biggest determinant in the Chief’s Report that 
determines authorization.  The total cost includes all associated items including property acquisition, 
mitigation, construction, etc.   

Anne-Marie asked if the multiple benefits of selecting an environmentally sensitive project are weighed in the 
project evaluation.  Much discussion ensued on this topic, with Charyl stating that this would be considered 
because the goal of the NEDP is to reasonably optimize benefits while not causing environmental damage.   



 

 

Appendix B   
Model Review Memorandum   



Memorandum 
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax)  
 

DATE: February 19, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Helmut Schmidt 
COMPANY/AGENCY: Pierce County, Surface Water Management  
CC: Ken Fellows, GeoEngineers 
FROM: Derek Stuart, Chris Long 
SUBJECT: Review of General Investigation HEC-RAS Model of lower Puyallup River  

 

Background 
The Seattle District of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is conducting a General 
Investigation (GI) to evaluate and develop solutions to flooding issues on the Puyallup, White, and 
Carbon Rivers.  The GI began in 2010 and at present, the USACE is completing an existing conditions 
analysis and developing a preliminary array of measures to address flood risk problems in the Puyallup 
River Basin.  Independent of the USACE analysis, Pierce County retained Northwest Hydraulic 
Consultants (NHC) through a prime contract with GeoEngineers to evaluate flood reduction measures 
within the lower 8 miles of the Puyallup River.  NHC and GeoEngineers will assist Pierce County in 
providing sponsor guidance to the GI along this critical reach of the overall investigation.   

NHC will evaluate the impact of multiple flood reduction measures identified by Pierce County using 
generally the same hydraulic model of the Puyallup River developed by the USACE for the GI.  The 
USACE provided NHC a draft version of that hydraulic model, two draft model development documents, 
and several GIS coverages.  A complete listing of the materials provided by the USACE is shown below.  
This memorandum summarizes NHC’s review of the model and itemizes recommended changes and 
considerations to be addressed before evaluating flood reduction measures.  

Files Reviewed: 

“Puyallup_exist.prj” – HEC-RAS “without project” model (existing and future bed condition) 
“PuyallupGIFuture.prj” – HEC-RAS “with project” model (future bed condition) 
“HH appendix_2012_draft04Mar_postDQC.docx” – Draft Appendix A, Hydrology and Hydraulics, 
from the Puyallup River Basin Flood Risk Reduction Feasibility Study [71 pages] 
“HH DRAFT future WOP conditions_21Jan14.docx” – Draft of Section 1 “Estimation of Future 
Without Project Conditions” from the Puyallup River General Investigation Draft Feasibility 
Report and Environmental Impact Statement.  [11 pages, limited to assumptions regarding 
sediment transport] 
“NLD_Puyallup_export.shp” – 3D polylines from COE National Levee Database (NLD), includes 
attributes indicating if the elevations for the levee are survey or mapping grade 
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“LateralStructure_14ft_ClearCreek_11OCT2013_RTE_WSEplus3ft.shp” – conceptual alignment 
of Clear Creek ring-levee at the 14-foot contour 
“LateralStructures_18ft_ClearCreek_11OCT2013_RTE_WSEplus3ft.shp” – conceptual alignment 
of Clear Creek ring-levee at the 18-foot contour 
 

Model Review 
The GI hydraulic model encompasses a large area, much of which is outside the lower reach of the 
Puyallup that is the focus of the flood reduction measure investigation by NHC.  This review focuses on 
only the Puyallup River downstream of the confluence with the White River at river mile (RM) 10.3 
(lower Puyallup River).  Table 1 below summarizes the model elements in the complete GI model in 
addition to those in the lower 10 miles evaluated as part of this review.   

 

Table 1: Summary of GI Model “Without” Project Geometry (.G01) 

Model Element  
Number of Model Elements 

Complete GI Model Lower 10 Miles of GI Model 
Reviewed by NHC 

River Reaches 9 1 riverine + 1 waterway 
Cross-Sections 428 72 riverine + 2 waterway 

Bridges 26 11 
Lateral Structures 114 27 

Storage Areas 184 50 
Storage Area Connections 289 79 

Model Framework 
The hydraulic model, developed with version 4.2 Beta of the HEC-RAS modeling platform, is constructed 
as a series of river reaches with cross-sections representing the river channel between left and right 
bank levees.  The floodplain is modeled using storage areas that encompass segments of the valley floor 
on each side of the river (storage areas are shown in blue in Figure 1).  Water is conveyed into storage 
areas when the simulated water level exceeds the levee elevation.  Water is conveyed between storage 
areas similarly when the water level surpasses the elevation of boundaries between storage areas, 
called “storage area connections” in HEC-RAS.  Storage area connections are delineated at road 
embankments or other topographic controls in the floodplain.  This model framework is referred to as a 
“cascading storage area” approach.  The same approach was used to represent the lower Puyallup reach 
in the Pierce County Flood Protection Investigation (FPI) (NHC 2009).  The approach is best suited to low 
gradient floodplains where water generally ponds behind levees, such as the lower Puyallup, but has 
drawbacks in steeper river reaches or when attempting to delineate areas of flooding in the floodplain. 
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Figure 1: Layout of lower 10 miles of GI HEC-RAS model showing the river channel and floodplain 
storage areas 

Model Geometry 

Summary of Elevation Data Sources 
The GI model “with” and “without” project geometries were developed using a combination of elevation 
data sources.  The following list summarizes the data sources and where/how each was applied to the 
model. 

2004 LiDAR: floodplain and channel bank topography in the “without” project geometry 
2010 LiDAR: floodplain and channel bank topography in the “with” project geometry and for 
various updates to the “without” project geometry 
USACE Survey (unknown year): North Levee Road E. levee crest elevation 
2009 USGS Survey: channel bathymetry for most cross-sections 
2002 NHC Survey: channel bathymetry at bridges downstream of RM 5.0 not surveyed in 2009 
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2001 WHPacific Survey: channel bathymetry at bridges upstream of RM 5.0 not surveyed in 
2009 
FEMA model Bridge Geometry: station and elevation of all bridge abutments, decks, and piers.  
The actual data sources for these bridges are documented in Table 3 of NHC (2007). 

Notable Findings 

Flood Profile is substantially lower than previously modeled flood profiles  
The 100-year flood profile simulated in the GI model was compared with the profile for the same 
discharge in the FEMA model (NHC 2007) and the Pierce County FPI model (NHC 2009).  Each model was 
simulated in a steady-state regime and with a discharge of 50,000 cfs.  The comparison is illustrated in 
Figure 2.  The profiles from the FEMA and FPI models are in close agreement but are consistently higher 
than that produced by the GI model.  The difference approaches 3 feet upstream of the UPRR Bridge, 
but generally varies from 1-2 feet from RM 1.0 to RM 10.2, the upstream limit of the reach of interest.  
Multiple sources for this difference were investigated by modifying model geometries and comparing 
the resultant profiles.  Sources that were evaluated and ruled out as causing the difference include 
Manning’s roughness coefficient, bank station location, bridges, cross-section spacing, expansion and 
contraction coefficients, and a vertical datum error discussed below.  It was determined that while some 
of the sources listed above exhibit influence on the profile, the driving factor is the channel geometry.  
The riverbed surveyed in 2009, which is the source of the GI model cross-sections, is lower than the 
riverbed elevation surveyed in 2007.  A station by station comparison of these cross-sections is attached 
to this memorandum.   

The impact of the change in bed elevation was confirmed by replacing the channel bathymetry only in 
the GI model with that from the FPI model.  The resulting flood profile falls right in line with that of the 
FEMA and FPI models.  This discovery was unanticipated and at the same time very important.  Channel 
degradation between 2007 and 2009 contradicts the generally accepted theory that the lower Puyallup 
is an aggrading reach.  A possible explanation why the 2009 riverbed is generally lower than that in 2007 
are two large floods that occurred in the intervening years.  Large back-to-back floods occurred on 
November 13, 2008 (34,500 cfs) and January 9, 2009 (48,200 cfs).  These events occurred after the river 
survey for the FPI model (April 2007) and before the survey for the USACE model (summer 2009).  The 
back-to-back floods could have mobilized a large amount of sand from the bed in the lower reach, thus 
lowering the average bed elevation. The difference in bed elevation between 2007 and 2009 is of the 
same magnitude as the change observed between 1984 and 2009 (USGS 2010).  This indicates that inter-
annual variability in the bed profile is high and that a long term estimate in average rates of change 
based on only two dates will be sensitive to the particular conditions preceding the surveys on which it 
is based. 

Further evaluating the difference in flood profiles, the impact of riverbed elevations on the profiles, and 
the dynamics of sediment transport in the lower Puyallup River is beyond the scope of this hydraulic 
model review.  However, this difference in profiles motivates a discussion regarding which riverbed 
geometry to use for evaluation of flood reduction measures, the actual aggradation rates in the lower 
Puyallup, and the overall uncertainty in hydraulic model results.  The USACE ultimately plans to perform 
sediment transport modeling in the study area, but the model inputs required for that task have not yet 
been collected.  Until then, the USACE is extrapolating to a 50-year sediment accumulation “with” 
project condition based on the sedimentation rates observed between the 1984 and 2009 USGS 
riverbed surveys.  We recommend that the 2007 cross-sections be incorporated in calibrating the 
sediment modeling performed on the lower Puyallup reach. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of identical discharge (50,000 cfs) in FEMA, FPI, and GI hydraulic models 

Vertical Datum Error at Bridge Crossings 
Both the “with” and “without” project geometries include a vertical datum error at the 11 bridge 
crossings in the lower Puyallup reach.  The bridge deck and bounding cross-sections reference the 
NGVD-29 datum while the balance of the model references the NAVD-88 datum.  This oversight was 
apparently introduced by the USGS when they constructed a HEC-RAS model of the Puyallup River basin 
for the scientific report Channel-Conveyance Capacity, Channel Change, and Sediment Transport in the 
Lower Puyallup, White, and Carbon Rivers, Western Washington (Czuba et. al. 2010).  The USACE used 
this HEC-RAS model as the launching point for development of the GI model.  The error occurred 
because the USGS only surveyed river transects in 2009 that were previously occupied by Prych in 1984 
(Prych 1988).  Bridges and transects bounding the bridges were not surveyed.  In order to include the 
bridges in the USGS HEC-RAS model, the bridge decks and bounding cross-sections were copied from the 
FEMA floodplain model, which is referenced to NGVD-29.  When the bridge information was copied into 
the newer model, the conversion from NGVD-29 to NAVD-88 was not made.  As a result, the copied 
information was relatively lower in height by 3.49 feet from the balance of the model. 

The locations of the vertical datum error are illustrated in Figure 3.  This figure depicts the lower 
Puyallup reach of the USGS HEC-RAS model in profile view.  The magenta line represents the thalweg of 
the river transects surveyed in 2009 while the black line shows the river thalweg after the bounding 
bridge cross-sections were added.  Notice the consistent offset of the channel bed by the elevation 
difference between NGVD-29 and NAVD-88 (~ 3.49 feet).  Bridges in the model upstream of the 
confluence with the White River were not reviewed, but presumably the same issue applies.    

The implication of this oversight is that the imported cross-sections essentially provide additional 
conveyance capacity to the river within the model and the bridge decks are closer to the water surface 
by 3.49 feet.  The USACE and NHC investigated the impact of this error by correcting the datum 
discrepancy and comparing flood profiles.  With 7 of the 11 bridges in the model located between RM 
0.7 and 2.7, this area saw the most change in profile, shifting down by approximately 0.4 feet.  In 
general, the difference tapers away by RM 4.5.  
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It should be noted that the cross-sections bounding the 11 bridges imported from the FEMA floodplain 
model were surveyed in 2001 and 2002.  Consideration should be given to replacing these with river 
transects surveyed in 2007 for the FPI model.  The 2007 survey is much closer in time to the 2009 survey 
used throughout most of the GI model.  However, as mentioned previously, the riverbed in 2007 is 
generally higher than in 2009. 

 

 
Figure 3: “With” and “Without” bridge geometry bed profile from the USGS HEC-RAS model of the 
lower Puyallup River 

Minor Error in Bridge Pier and Abutment Stationing 
A minor error in stationing was observed at 11th Street and Lincoln Avenue bridges.  The imported FEMA 
model bridge geometry (piers and abutments) are not properly aligned with the bounding cross-
sections.  This can have a minor effect on channel conveyance calculations at the bridges. 

Minor Error in BNSF Railroad Bridge River Station 
The river station assigned to the BNSF Railroad Bridge is incorrectly entered as 9847.444.  This places the 
bridge 800 feet downstream at the location of the SR-509 Bridge (which is not explicitly included in the 
model due to the fact that it spans the levees).  The river station should be changed to a value between 
10605 and 10752 instead. 

Missing Skew Coefficients at Tacoma Rail Mountain Division Bridge Bounding Cross-sections 
The TRMD Bridge should have skew coefficients applied to its bounding cross-sections to account for the 
orientation of the transects to the river.  Omission of a skew coefficient effectively makes the cross-
sections wider than they actually are, providing additional conveyance.  This is a minor concern. 
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Discrepancy in Levee Crest Elevation Downstream of River Mile 3.0 
The 2004 LiDAR and 2003 WHPacific survey of North Levee Road E. near RM 3.0 both show an 
approximate 2-foot depression in the levee.  The 2010 LiDAR and the USACE levee survey show this 
depression is gone and the levee is notably higher over approximately 1000 feet of levee.  Neither the 
survey date nor the survey notes of the USACE levee profile were available for review.  We have to 
conclude the levee in this reach was raised, but Pierce County is not aware of any such work.  This is 
notable because it was previously identified as a likely location for levee overtopping.  However, the 
impact to the flood reduction measure modeling is minor since this levee will likely be removed. 

Different Approach for Representation of Clarks Creek  
The use of cascading storage areas may have drawbacks when simulating flooding near Clarks Creek.  
Clarks Creek enters the Puyallup River at RM 5.75 through a gap in the left bank levee.  The GI model 
allows water to exit the river through a left bank lateral weir and enter storage area LL12.  Previous 
modeling noted that Puyallup River floodwater can back up Clarks Creek and overtop the west bank at 
the Puyallup Tribe Hatchery.  This water would flow overland toward a potential Clear Creek ring levee.  
With the GI model constructed as it is, it is not possible to quantify this overland flow component. We 
recommend reviewing this portion of the model further when final flood reduction measures are 
evaluated. 

Difference in River Bank Topography in the “without” and “with” Project Geometries 
A difference in channel bank topography is evident between the “without” and “with” project 
geometries.  Bank topography for the “without” project geometry comes from 2004 LiDAR while the 
“with” project geometry uses 2010 LiDAR.  Figure 4 illustrates a comparison of these two geometries at 
cross-section 21783.72 (RM 4.12).  The only notable difference between the cross-sections is evident at 
the channel banks.  The black line represents the “without” project while the “with” project is shown in 
magenta.  The 2010 LiDAR appears to pick up the silt bench on the right bank and a bit more relief of the 
left bank.  Evidently the LiDAR processing performed on the 2004 dataset removed these features.   

Representation of the silt bench in one geometry but not the other was likely an unintentional 
consequence of using different vintage LiDAR for topography.  This is likely a minor error but should be 
corrected before comparing scenarios.   

 
Figure 4: Comparison of 2004 LiDAR (black) and 2010 LiDAR (magenta) at cross-section 21783.72 
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Hydrology and Boundary Conditions 
The GI model was simulated in an unsteady regime, routing 22 time-series of inflows from upstream 
boundaries, tributary streams, or distributed sources.  These inflows and the downstream stage 
boundary condition are portrayed in Table 2.  It is worth noting that NHC assisted the USACE in the 
development of the inflow hydrographs (NHC 2012). 

Because the model is simulated in an unsteady regime, discharge through the lower Puyallup reach is 
not specified but rather is calculated by the model routing the assigned inflows.  During model 
calibration, the USACE validated routed flows matched the observed flows at the USGS Streamgage 
Puyallup River at Puyallup within some tolerance they found acceptable.  This is discussed further in the 
calibration section. 

Table 2: Summary of Inflow and Stage Boundaries and Inflow Locations 

 

Higher Downstream Stage at Commencement Bay 
The GI model applies a constant stage of 11.35 feet NAVD-88 at the downstream boundary of 
Commencement Bay.  This stage is 2.01 feet higher than Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) and 0.75 
feet below the highest observed tide of 12.10 feet NAVD-88 (January 3, 2003).  This stage is much more 
conservative than the MHHW stage boundary used in previous modeling of the Puyallup River (NHC 
2007; NHC 2009).  The USACE model documentation shows the stage of 11.35 feet was arrived at 
through a joint probability exercise of historic floods and tides.  There is no discussion in the model 
documentation of consideration for future rise in sea level.  The County should consider the effect of sea 
level rise since the project is being targeted with a 50-year life span.  At a minimum, the model should 
be evaluated for sensitivity to changes in the downstream boundary.  
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Calibration 
The GI model was calibrated to observations at the USGS Streamgage Puyallup River at Puyallup 
(#12101500) for two recent floods and validated with a third event.  The model primarily utilizes the 
standard Manning’s roughness coefficient and flow roughness factors to achieve calibration.  Key 
calibration points are summarized below.  It is worth noting that the USACE accounted for changes in 
the USGS gage rating curve that were likely influenced by the riverbed adjustments discussed previously. 

Table 3: Model Calibration Summary at USGS Gage #12101500 

Flood Date 
Peak Discharge 

Observed 
(cfs) 

Peak Stage 
Observed 

(feet NAVD-88) 

Peak Discharge 
Simulated 

(cfs) 

Peak Stage 
Simulated 

(feet NAVD-88) 
November 2006 
(calibration event) 

39,700 32.18 ~41,800 32.05 

November 2008 
(validation event) 

34,500 30.36 ~37,000 29.53 

January 2009 
(calibration event) 

48,200 33.04 ~46,500 33.48 

*Table values extracted from Draft Appendix A, Hydrology and Hydraulics, from the Puyallup River Basin Flood Risk 
Reduction Feasibility Study 

Verify Model Calibration after Vertical Datum Adjustment is Corrected 
Calibration of the model to the USGS streamgage should be revisited once the vertical datum issue 
associated with the bridge cross-sections has been corrected.  The current calibration matches observed 
stages fairly well; however, it is likely affected by the vertical datum error at the Clarks Creek / 66th 
Avenue Bridge, which is located just downstream of the streamgage.  Channel roughness coefficients 
and/or flow roughness factors may need to be reduced in order to better match the observed data.  

List of Recommended Modifications 
The following list itemizes concerns that should be addressed before using the GI HEC-RAS model to 
evaluate flood reduction measures in the lower Puyallup reach. 

Correct vertical datum error at bridge crossings 
Adjust bridge pier and abutment cross-section stationing 
Renumber river station of BNSF Railroad Bridge 
Apply a skew coefficient at the TRMD Bridge 
Correct difference in bank topography (silt bench) resulting from use of different vintage LiDAR 
Verify calibration at the USGS Streamgage Puyallup River at Puyallup 
 

List of Recommended Considerations 
The following list itemizes considerations that should be addressed as the GI progresses. 

Address issue of fluctuating riverbed level (specifically the inter-annual variability in riverbed 
elevation in the lower Puyallup River (aggradation/degradation rate) and how design 
uncertainty is affected) 
Account for projected sea level rise and/or perform a model sensitivity to downstream 
boundary condition at Commencement Bay 
Consider the potential for increase in flood frequency and magnitude 
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Appendix C   
Lower Puyallup River Survey Recommendations Memorandum   



Memorandum 
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants 
16300 Christensen Road, Suite 350 
Seattle, WA 98188 
206.241.6000 
206.439.2420  (fax)  
 

DATE: April 15, 2014 NHC PROJECT: 200159 
TO: Helmut Schmidt 
COMPANY/AGENCY: Pierce County, Surface Water Management  
CC: Ken Fellows, GeoEngineers 
FROM: Andrew Nelson, Chris Long 
SUBJECT: Lower Puyallup River survey recommendations  

 

Background 
NHC and GeoEngineers are assisting Pierce County with preliminary evaluation of a levee setback and 
possible flood bench excavation project along the lower Puyallup River from approximately RM 2.5 to 8.  
The goal of the project is to provide three feet of freeboard along SR-167 during a 200-year recurrence 
interval flood. Previous work has identified secular1 aggradation along the lower Puyallup River at 
timescales ranging from millennia (Dragovich et al., 1994) to decades (Chittenden, 1907; Czuba et al., 
2010, 2012).  This long-term increase in bed elevation must be considered in flood protection plans 
designed to be effective over a multi-decadal timeframe.   

In contrast to the observed secular aggradation, recent repeat surveys between 2007 and 2009 clearly 
show the sand-bed portion of the lower Puyallup downcut 1-3 feet over the intervening two year time 
period. This downcutting is of similar magnitude to the aggradation observed between 1984 and 2009 
(Czuba et al., 2010). This indicates that interannual (year-to-year) variability in the bed profile is high and 
that a long-term estimate of the average rate of change based on only two dates will be sensitive to the 
particular conditions preceding the surveys on which it is based.  A one-dimensional mobile bed modeling 
study of the lower Puyallup (NHC project# 21410) also showed intra-annual (within the cycle of a single 
year) variability in riverbed elevation.  This variability is related to a disconnect between the timing of 
sand influx to the reach (which moves during a wide range of flows as suspended load) and sand export 
from the reach (which occurs through bedload transport primarily during high flows).  This process is 
consistent with common observation of relatively deep bed scour during flood flows (e.g. Hickin, 1995).   

Survey Recommendations 
A program of regular survey along the lower Puyallup would provide valuable data with which to 
understand trends in both secular aggradation and seasonal to interannual bed scour cycles. 
Understanding these trends could prove important for designing the proposed levee setback and for 
estimating reliable life cycle costs.  If the hydraulic model used to design the project relies on channel 
survey that is out of character of the general trend of the riverbed, the design could be excessively over- 
                                                           
1 In this context secular is defined as a long-term, non-periodic variation 
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or under-engineered.  For example, this could occur if cross-sections were surveyed in the months 
immediately following a high discharge or after conditions conducive to local aggradation. 

To understand seasonal to interannual scour cycles, priority should be placed on a few surveys at strategic 
locations that are repeated quarterly around the beginning of October, January, April, and July.  We 
recommend utilizing easy access provided by the 66th Ave. East Bridge (above the gravel-sand transition) 
and Eells Street Bridge (below the gravel-sand transition) for regular survey at those locations.  The 
dedicated walkways on each bridge allow for soundings to be acquired quickly and without the use of a 
watercraft.  If a watercraft is available, regular survey of an additional cross-section located near River 
Mile 3 (specifically P-22 based on USGS cross-section nomenclature; Prych, 1988) would provide valuable 
additional insight into intra-annual scour processes just downstream of the gravel-sand transition.  Note 
that USGS Stream Gage 12101500 is located less than one mile upstream of the 66th Ave. East Bridge and 
USGS stream gage surveys could supplement those collected by Pierce County.  In addition to this regular 
survey program, it would be informative to conduct a series of surveys at the Eells Street Bridge at daily or 
more frequent intervals through a flood event if possible.   

To increase understanding of the secular aggradation, surveys at established locations should be repeated 
every five to ten years.  The USGS has already established such monuments with Prych (1988) and these 
locations were surveyed comprehensively in 1984, 2007, and 2009.  The locations and dates of previous 
surveys in the lower Puyallup River that NHC is aware of are illustrated on Figure 1.  Surveying 
approximately one cross-section per river mile will give an adequate picture of channel behavior in most 
areas because channel morphology in the lower Puyallup is generally consistent.  However, survey of all 
the USGS established sections within and just downstream of the gravel-sand transition (River Mile 3 to 5) 
is recommended on account of the complex nature of the riverbed in this reach.  Information regarding 
seasonal scour cycles gleaned from the high-frequency survey should inform the timing and interpretation 
of the results of the long-term survey program. Until seasonal cycles are understood, the long-term 
surveys are recommended within the same monthly window for consistency, perhaps in the 
hydrologically quiet period between July and September. 

References 
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HEC-RAS Model Plan Details 

  



Plans Used/Developed for Model Review Task
Plan File Geometry File Flow File Comment
p01 g01 f01 Corps' plan with their TSP alignment and future bed condition
p02 g02 f01 Corps' plan with their TSP alignment and existing bed condition
p03 g04 f01 Corps' plan with no project and existing river bed
p04 g18 f02 Appears to be imported from another model. Not developed by NHC for this project
p06 g05 f01 Same as p03 but fixed datum error at bridge sections. Corps' plan
p09 g07 f01 Same as p06 but with 4' sediment added to all XS. Corps' plan
p10 g17 f03 Imported from another prj. FEMA model but converted to NAVD88
p11 g30 f04 USGS model that the Corps used as their base, and that contains the datum error @ bridge sections
p12 g31 f04 Same as p11 but datumissue resolved
p13 g08 f01 Corps' without project, existing riverbed with all n set to 0.028
p14 g09 f04 USGS model all n set to 0.028
p15 g10 f03 FEMA model with all n set to 0.028
p16 g11 f02 2007 bed survey model all n set to 0.028
p17 g12 f02 2007 model, but delete extra XS so only have the XS as in the Corps model
p18 g13 f02 Same as p17, but all n set to 0.028
p19 g14 f02 Same as p18, but additionally deleted bridges
p20 g15 f01 Corps existing condition existing bed model, datum fixed, no bridges
p21 g16 f01 Same as p20, but with 3' sediment in all XS
p23 g21 f01 Same as p20, but with 2-4' sediment added to XS
p24 g22 f05 Corps existing condition existing bed model datum fixed, onlywith 2007 bed upstream of 13953.9

Plans Developed for the Evaluation of Flood Reduction Measures
Plan File Geometry File Flow File Comment
p08 g19 f01 "Base" Condition plan with existing riverbed. From p06, extend right bank with 2010 LiDAR, fix bridge skew and misc items
p22 g23 f01 Alt 1 from 3-6 mtg. From p08, remove railroad levee prism through bridge corridor to open up wider overbank flow area
p26 g25 f01 Alt 2 from 3-6 mtg. From p08, excavate right bank 14519-42525 approximately 250' wide @ 9000cfs elevation
p25 g26 f01 Alt 3 from 3-6 mtg. Combination of p22 and p26
p28 g27 f01 Alt 4 from 3-6 mtg. From p26, add a 150' wide bench @ 9000 cfs level through bridge corridor down to BNSF bridge @10976
p29 g28 f01 Also a "base" condition plan with existing riverbed. Diff. from p08 is extended RB with LiDAR on additional XS in the bridge corridor
p27 g29 f01 Alt 5 from 3-6 mtg. Same as p28, but 150' bench continues downstream further to Lincoln Bridge
p36 g33 f01 Alt 6 from 3-6 mtg. From p29, excavate a ~160ft wide bench on RB @5000cfs stage from Lincoln Ave bridge to SR167 bridge (8103-42525).
p38 g34 f01 Same as p26, but imported Corps' future sediment from p01
p39 g35 f01 Same as p36, but imported Corps' future sediment levels
p40 g36 f01 "Base" model with future sediment condition. Expanded right bank with 2010 LiDAR
p41 g37 f01 Intermediate plan. Bench @5000cfs, 400ft wide UPRR to Frank Albert, 100ft wide 24010 to 25657.future sediment
p44 g38 f01 FA5000 plan from 3-19 mtg. 5k cfs 400ft wide bench from UPRR to Frank Albert Rd. Future sediment condition.
p45 g39 f01 intermediate plan. Same as p41 but add 100ft wide bench 30410-34618. future sediemtn
p46 g40 f01 intermediate plan. Same as p45 but add 100ft wide bench 25657-30410.future sediment condition
p47 g41 f01 FB5000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p46 but add 100ft widebench 36382-42185 (bench now continuous from UPRR to SR167). Future sediment
p48 g42 f01 A5000 plan from 3-19 mtg. 400ft wide bench UPRR to Frank Albert. Existing sediment
p49 g43 f01 intermediate plan. From p48, remove block obs from UPRR to Frank Albert to allow flow over full right bank width rather than just the bench
p50 g44 f01 B5000 plan from 3-19 mtg. from p48, add 100ft widebench @5000cfs from 30322-36382



Plans Developed for the Evaluation of Flood Reduction Measures (continued)
p51 g45 f01 intermediate plan. From p50, decrease the 400ft cut to 200ft. Still with existing sediment
p52 g46 f01 intermediate plan. From p47, decrease the 400ft cutto 200ft. Still with future sediment.
p55 g47 f01 B7000 planfrom 3-19 mtg. Same as p50 but benches set at 7000cfs stage. Existing sediment condition
p56 g48 f01 FB7000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p47 but benches set at 7000cfs stage. Future sediment.
p57 g49 f01 FB9000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p47 but benches set at 9000cgs stage. Future sediment condition
p58 g50 f01 FA7000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p44 but benches set to 7000cfs stage. Future sediment
p59 g51 f01 FA9000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p44 but benches set to 9000cfs stage. Future sediment
p60 g52 f01 A7000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p48 but benches set to 7000cfs stage. Existing sediment
p61 g53 f01 A9000 plan from 3-19 mtg. Same as p48 but benches set to 9000cfs stage. Existing sediment
p62 g54 f01 B9000 planfrom 3-19 mtg. Same as p50 but benches set at 9000cfs stage. Existing sediment condition
p65 g56 f01 Revised "baseline" plan with 2010 lidar banks within project area. No sediment.
p66 g57 f01 for 4/30mtg. Shave down silt bench 0ft
p67 g58 f01 for 4/30mtg. Shave down silt bench 1ft
p68 g59 f01 for 4/30mtg. Shave down silt bench 2ft
p69 g60 f01 for 4/30mtg. Shave down silt bench 2ft and adjust overbank flow width for freeboard goal
p70 g61 f01 for 4/30mtg. Shave down silt bench 1ft and adjust overbank flow width for freeboard goal
p71 g62 f01 for 4/30mtg. Shave down silt bench 0ft and adjust overbank flow width for freeboard goal
p72 g64 f01 Final "Baseline" no sediment plan. Uses 2010 LiDAR in all overbanks, not just project area
p73 g65 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft
p74 g66 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft
p75 g67 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft
p76 g68 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft
p77 g69 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft
p78 g70 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft
p79 g71 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft
p80 g72 f01 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft
p81 g73 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft
p82 g74 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft
p83 g75 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft
p84 g76 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft
p85 g77 f09 Final "Baseline" with sediment plan. Uses 2010 LiDAR in all overbanks, not just project area
p86 g78 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft, future aggraded bed
p87 g79 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft, future aggraded bed
p88 g81 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft, future aggraded bed
p89 g82 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft, future aggraded bed
p90 g85 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft, future aggraded bed
p91 g88 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 250ft, future aggraded bed
p92 g84 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft, future aggraded bed
p93 g86 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft, future aggraded bed
p94 g89 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 30ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft, future aggraded bed
p95 g83 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 8ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft, future aggraded bed
p96 g87 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 4ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft, future aggraded bed
p97 g91 f09 Preferred Alt configuration with 50ft wide berm, high flow channel 2ft below 2yr, total wid 350ft, future aggraded bed
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1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
The Clear Creek Floodplain Reconnection project is part of a larger 10-year vision for floodplain 
restoration on the lower Puyallup River that combines flood risk reduction, ecosystem benefits, salmon 
recovery, and agricultural viability.  Specifically, the Clear Creek project will ultimately provide over 500 
acres of estuarine and side channel habitat; habitat which is difficult to re-establish in the highly 
urbanized central Puget Sound basin and critical refuge for Puyallup River fish during flooding.  This 
project would be accomplished in part by modifying a flow-control structure at the confluence of Clear 
Creek and the Puyallup River and constructing a ring levee around the reconnected floodplain to provide 
flood protection for infrastructure outside the levee. 

Pierce County retained Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (NHC) through a prime contract with 
GeoEngineers to specifically answer the question “If the Clear Creek outlet gates are modified and a ring 
levee constructed, how will the stage and duration of flooding in the Clear Creek floodplain be 
affected?” The launching point to address this issue was a tandem of existing hydrologic and hydraulic 
models of the Puyallup River and Clear Creek floodplain.  This report documents changes made to the 
earlier models to represent current conditions, and impacts of the ring levee and outlet configurations 
proposed by Pierce County. 

1.1 Study Area 
The extents of the study area and study reach are shown in Figure 1. The study area is 7,930 acres and 
consists of the Swan Creek, Squally Creek, Clear Creek, and Canyon Creek watersheds. These basins 
contribute flow to the study reach located in the historical Puyallup River floodplain north of Pioneer 
Way.  The four creeks draining to the study reach all flow south to north from the high terrace to the 
river valley floor.  Swan, Squally, and Canyon Creeks all join Clear Creek within the study reach, which 
flows along the toe of the valley wall until it meets the Puyallup River.   

1.2 Outlet Structure 
At the mouth of the study reach, two culverts convey Clear Creek through the Puyallup River levee 
(Photo 1). Both culverts have a gate at the outlet to prevent backwater flooding from the Puyallup River. 
Culvert 1 is equipped with a small flap-gate nested within a manually controlled slide-gate and Culvert 2 
with a gravity controlled flap-gate. The Port of Tacoma provided the following information regarding 
their operation:  

 Culvert 1: Operation guidelines for the slide-gate specify it remain open until the tailwater 
(stage of Puyallup River) rises to a predefined elevation of 12.5 ft (NAVD-88), at which time it 
shuts, restricting the passage of flows from Clear Creek to the Puyallup River or vice versa.  The 
slide-gate is to remain shut until the Puyallup stage drops to an elevation of 11.5 ft (NAVD-88), 
at which time it reopens. 

 Culvert 2: The flap-gate allows Clear Creek to discharge only when water levels on the landward 
side of the levee exceed those of the Puyallup River. 

It is important to note that while this double gate structure prevents flooding from the Puyallup River, 
water from the four contributing streams can still cause significant flooding on the valley floor. 
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2 HSPF/ROUTE MODEL COMBINATION (2003) 
An existing suite of hydrologic and hydraulic models was used to assess the impact of potentially 
modifying the gate structure and/or building a ring levee.  In 2003, NHC completed a Flood Insurance 
Study (FIS) for FEMA of the Clear Creek study reach (NHC, 2003).  Flooding elevations in the study reach 
were computed using a rainfall/runoff model (HSPF) of the contributing watershed joined with ROUTE, a 
hydraulic routing model.  As described in the following sections, the HSPF/ROUTE model combination 
was extended through water year 2012, modified to better represent existing conditions, and then 
altered to represent various combinations of outlet and ring levee alignments proposed by Pierce 
County. 

2.1 HSPF Model (2003) 
A graphic representation of the HSPF/ROUTE model combination built for the 2003 FIS is illustrated in 
Exhibit 1.  No long-term streamflow records exist for the four tributaries that supply water to the study 
reach; therefore, a HSPF hydrologic model was created for the watershed to develop a synthetic record 
of historical flows.  HSPF, or Hydrologic Simulation Program – FORTRAN, uses historical hourly rainfall 
and evaporation data, along with land use and soil information, to estimate an historical record of 
hourly streamflows for each of the tributaries.  HSPF is commonly used for this purpose in western 
Washington and is generally preferred by local hydrologists over event-based models.  A brief 
description of the model origin is presented below; however, a complete description including the input 
data sets (land use, soil and slope type, precipitation and evaporation), hydrologic response parameters, 
and calibration is found in NHC, 2003 and Mastin, 1996. 

The HSPF model modified for this study was originally created by the U.S.  Geological Survey (USGS) as 
part of a much larger HSPF model that covered parts of Pierce County and neighboring cities (Mastin, 
1996).  To tailor the model to meet the needs of the FIS, two significant modifications were made to the 
USGS model.  First, the subbasins for each of the four tributaries were refined to improve the accuracy 
of the total runoff entering the study reach.  This was accomplished by modifying the original USGS 
basin delineations using 1998 vintage 2-ft contours provided by Pierce County.  Second, the land use 
data was updated using 2001 aerial photographs and GIS data.  The land use data in the USGS HSPF 
model represented 1985 conditions and therefore was out of date.  A more minor modification included 
adding an overflow from Clarks Creek to Clear Creek for the February 1996 event after referencing 
anecdotal information and a hydraulic model of Clarks Creek developed by NHC . 

2.2 ROUTE Model (2003) 
The ROUTE model was used to determine storage capacity and, therefore, ponding elevations in the 
floodplain within the study reach.  ROUTE is a Fortran program developed by NHC that takes the 
streamflows generated by HSPF and simulates the variation of stage and storage in areas where there is 
ponding.  For this study, ROUTE required four different sets of input: 1) inflow from the four tributaries 
and precipitation/evaporation data, 2) Puyallup River stages, 3) outflow rating curves for the culverts at 
the mouth of Clear Creek, and 4) a stage-storage curve for the floodplain.  These data sets are briefly 
described below while a more complete description is found in NHC, 2003.   
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2.2.1 Study Reach Inflows 

The volume of water entering the study reach was simulated at an hourly time step for the period 1949 
to 1999 using HSPF.  Four different sources of water contribute to the inflows as follows:  

 Discharges for Swan, Squally, Clear, and Canyon Creeks.   

 Precipitation falling directly on the floodplain. 

 Floodwater entering Canyon Creek via overflow from the Clarks Creek during extreme flood 
events. 

 Backwater from the Puyallup River, which enters the Clear Creek floodplain when ponding 
elevation and gate operation procedures allow. 

2.2.2 Puyallup River Stage 

Hourly water surface elevations were estimated for the Puyallup River at the confluence with Clear 
Creek for the period 1949 to 1999.  River stage was derived by simulating hourly flows from USGS gage 
12101500, located several miles upstream from the confluence, with coincident Commencement Bay 
tides in a HEC-RAS model of the lower Puyallup River (NHC, 2007). 

2.2.3 Discharge Leaving Study Reach  

A stage-discharge rating curve was developed for the two culverts in the Clear Creek outlet structure in 
order for ROUTE to simulate flows leaving the study reach.  The rating curve was based on culvert 
conveyance capacity and gate operations provided by the Port of Tacoma (Tacoma, 1995).  In addition, 
daily evaporation records were used to estimate the volume of water evaporating directly off the 
floodplain. 

2.2.4 Stage-Storage Rating Curve 

The volume of water ponded in the study reach was estimated from a stage-storage rating curve 
developed from 2-foot contours provided by Pierce County.  The contours were created by Nies 
Mapping from low-altitude aerial photography recorded in the summer of 1998. 

2.2.5 ROUTE Modeling Results 

Once assembled, the ROUTE model was used to simulate hourly stage-storage values within the 
floodplain for the period 1961 to 1998.  The computed stages were compared with observations from 
the February 8-9, 1996 flood (second largest of record) to validate the results.  The simulation closely 
agreed with actual observed inundation limits and high-water marks recorded by Pierce County 
following the 1996 flood. 
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Exhibit 1: Graphic Representation of HSPF/ROUTE model combination
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3 REVISIONS TO HSPF/ROUTE MODEL COMBINATION 
Several revisions were made to the 2003 HSPF and ROUTE models in order to better reflect current 
conditions before using them to evaluate multiple gate outlet and ring levee alternatives.  With the 
exception of minor changes to the outlet gates, these revisions were made to take advantage of 
additional, more recent, and/or higher quality data.  The updates had a small effect on peak stages in 
the Clear Creek floodplain with the notable exception of the revised stage-storage curve.  The stage-
storage curve update alone increased the peak stage of the February 1996 event by 0.8 feet.   

3.1 Extend through Water Year 2012 
The first update to the Flood Insurance Study HSPF/ROUTE models involved extending the inflow and 
outflow data sets through Water Year 2012.  Following precedence set in the 2003 FIS, the precipitation 
record was extended using data from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport with a 1.03 multiplier, and 
the evaporation record was extended with monthly averages from McMillin Reservoir, Puyallup.  Both 
meteorological datasets were input to the HSPF model to simulate  creek inflows at an hourly timestep 
from 1961 through 2012.  In addition, the record of Commencement Bay tides was extended using 
predicted tide elevations from the NOAA Commencement Bay tide-gage (station 9446484).  Finally, 
Puyallup River discharges were extended using records from the Puyallup River at Puyallup gage (USGS 
12101500).   

3.2 Gate Geometry 
Modifications to the size and function of Culvert 1 were made based on shop drawings provided by the 
Port of Tacoma.  The FIS ROUTE model did not account for a gravity operated flap-gate (60” x 60”) 
nested within the manually controlled slide-gate (72” x 84”).  This nested flap-gate allows ponded water 
in the Clear Creek floodplain to vent to the Puyallup River when the slide-gate is in the closed position 
providing the Clear Creek stage is greater than the Puyallup River stage.  Incorporating this modification 
required calculating new rating curves for the slide-gate and the nested flap-gate, updating the source 
code, and recompiling the ROUTE model.   

3.3 Stage-Storage Curve 
The stage-storage curve for the Clear Creek floodplain in the FIS was constructed using 2-foot contours 
created from photogrammetry flown in 1998 at scales of 1:600 and 1:1500.  Pierce County purchased 
near county-wide LiDAR in 2010 from Watershed Sciences, Inc.  that achieved a vertical accuracy of fixed 
surfaces of approximately 0.1 feet (1 standard deviation).  A stage-storage curve at 1-foot intervals was 
constructed from the LiDAR data and compared to that used for the FIS.  As seen in Exhibit 2, the LiDAR 
significantly reduces floodplain storage compared to the 1998 vintage contours.  Therefore this study 
adopted the stage-storage relationship determined from the LiDAR data.    
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Exhibit 2: Comparison of Existing Floodplain Storage  

3.4 Multi-Parameter Rating Table 
ROUTE uses a multi-parameter rating table with Commencement Bay tides and Puyallup River 
discharges as input to determine a Puyallup River stage at the Clear Creek outlet structure.  The 
relationship between tides and Puyallup River stage and discharge was previously calculated with a HEC-
RAS model of the Puyallup River built for a FEMA Flood Insurance Study (NHC, 2007).  This multi-
parameter rating table was recreated using a HEC-RAS model built by the Seattle District U.S.  Army 
Corps of Engineers comprised of 2009 channel survey and the previously described 2010 LiDAR (NHC, 
2014).  Using this newer HEC-RAS model also allowed investigating the impact on the Clear Creek 
floodplain of a proposed setback of North Levee Road. 

3.5 Alternatives Analysis 
Pierce County provided three alternate configurations to the current outlet structure and two ring levee 
alignments for investigation of their impact on the Clear Creek floodplain.  Because the update to the 
current floodplain stage-storage curve (Exhibit 2) slightly altered the stage-frequency relationship from 
the 2003 FIS, each alternate outlet configuration was simulated using the revised existing conditions 
storage and the available storage for both proposed ring levees.  Therefore, a total of 9 alternatives 
(combinations of outlet configuration and floodplain storage) were simulated using the HSPF/ROUTE 
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models.  In addition, simulations were made of the current outlet structure with the existing floodplain 
and the ring levees in order to have a baseline for comparison to the alternatives.  The outlet 
configurations and ring levees alignments are described below. 

3.5.1 Outlet Configurations 

Today, water is conveyed through the Puyallup River levee at the mouth of the Clear Creek via two box 
culverts with flap-gates; one of the culverts has a manually controlled slide-gate (Photo 1).  The 
following three modifications to the outlet structure geometry were proposed by Pierce County and 
evaluated: 

 Option A - remove both flap-gates and the slide-gate leaving two uncontrolled box culverts (7’ x 
7.5’) 

 Option B - block Culvert 2 leaving Culvert 1 alone, which has a flap-gate nested within a sluice-
gate  

 Option C – replace the current outlet structure with a clear-span bridge 

Option A required a new ROUTE model whereby the flap-gates, slide-gate, and gate rules were removed 
and the stage-discharge relationship for the culverts was extracted from the Clear Creek Habitat 
Improvement Project Preliminary Design (Port of Tacoma, 1994).  Option B was easily accommodated in 
ROUTE by permanently setting the discharge from Culvert 2 to zero.  For Option C, a new ROUTE model 
was created with a single uncontrolled outlet.  The rating curve for the bridge was computed using a 
simple HEC-RAS model consisting of cross-sections extracted from 2010 LiDAR located just upstream of 
the outlet.  A bridge deck was not explicitly included in the model because it was assumed that the deck 
would span the maximum water surface elevation. 

3.5.2 Ring Levees 

Two ring levee alignments were provided by the County and are illustrated in Figure 2.  These 
alignments represent proposed property buyout lines that generally follow the 14-foot and 18-foot 
contours (referencing the NAVD-88 datum).  To incorporate these ring levees into the model, new stage-
storage curves were computed using the proposed alignments and the 2010 LiDAR. Exhibit 3 compares 
these stage-storage curves.  Note the similarity between the 18-foot ring levee and the existing 
floodplain. 
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Exhibit 3: Comparison of Available Storage for Existing Floodplain and Ring Levees 
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4 RESULTS 
The HSPF/ROUTE models were executed in tandem for Water Years 1961 through 2012 for updated 
existing conditions and all nine alternatives (combinations of outlet configuration and floodplain 
storage).  The models yield hourly stages for Clear Creek, the Puyallup River at the mouth of Clear Creek, 
and discharge through the outlet structure.  Model results are presented herein as a stage-frequency 
and stage-duration analysis. 

For illustrative purposes, Exhibits 4 and 5 chart the stage in Clear Creek and the Puyallup River for the 
February 8-9, 1996 flood for current conditions and two alternatives to demonstrate the effect of the 
outlet configuration. Exhibit 4 shows the influence of the existing culvert gates on Clear Creek stage 
when compared to outlet structure Option A (two uncontrolled box culverts).  The gated culverts limit 
the stage in the floodplain on the rising limb, but correspondingly reduce outflow on the falling limb 
thereby causing stage reduction to lag behind Option A and the Puyallup River stage. Exhibit 5 plots 
Option A (two uncontrolled box culverts) against Option C (clear-span bridge).  As expected, both track 
relatively close to the Puyallup Stage, but the increased conveyance capacity of the bridge allows the 
Clear Creek stage to track the Puyallup even more closely on the receding limb of the event.   

 

Exhibit 4: Comparison of Updated Existing Conditions and Option A Stages for February 1996 
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Exhibit 5: Comparison of Option A and Option C Stages for February 1996 

4.1 Stage-Frequency Analysis 
A stage-frequency analysis was used to quantify differences in peak water levels for all scenarios 
modeled.  For each scenario, the peak annual stages in the Clear Creek floodplain (study reach) were 
identified for Water Years 1961 through 2012.   A graphical approach, relying on a 3-point moving 
average, was used to fit a frequency distribution to each series of stages.  This method was used in lieu 
of more conventional methods for fitting a curve to annual stages or flows because of the poor fit 
achieved with commonly used probability distributions, such as the log-Pearson Type III.  The poor fit is 
believed to be in part because peak flows on the Puyallup River are partially controlled by Mud 
Mountain Dam.    Commonly used statistical fits are primarily adopted for natural events and their 
application to controlled systems can be misleading at the extremes.  Results of this analysis are 
tabulated in Table 1.  Stage-frequency curves for each scenario are found in Figures 3 – 6.  Each figure 
compares a given outlet configuration against all three floodplain storage options to facilitate 
comparison of the alternatives.  The following observations are made from examining the stage-
frequency: 

 For all outlet configurations, the tabulated average recurrence intervals for the existing 
floodplain and the 18-foot ring levee are nearly identical. 

 If floodplain storage is reduced through construction of the 14-foot ring levee, the 100-year 
quantile increases by approximately 1 foot for all outlet configurations.
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 Outlet Options A and C, both with uncontrolled outlets allowing Clear Creek to track closely with 
the Puyallup River stage, have annual frequencies that are within 0.2-feet of one another.  

 The 100-year stage for Options A and C combined with the 18-foot ring levee is less than one-
half foot higher than updated existing conditions.   

4.2 Stage-Duration Analysis 
Stage-duration plots were generated for each scenario highlighting the average time an alternative 
exceeds a given elevation. Exhibit 6 plots curves for the existing outlet configuration and all three outlet 
options (A, B, and C) assuming the 18-foot ring levee is constructed.  The following observations are 
made of Exhibit 6. 

 Below 14 feet, the curves for existing conditions and outlet Option A are very similar.  This 
indicates that the flap-gates have little bearing on Clear Creek stage most of the year. 

 Above 14 feet, outlet Options A and C curves are very similar.  They each have relatively large 
unrestricted outlets allowing Clear Creek to equilibrate with the Puyallup River in larger events.   

 Alternative B is the most restricted outlet, a single culvert operating under the current gate 
operations, and generally has the longest durations above a stage of 10 feet of all alternatives.   

Additional stage-duration plots are found on Figures 7 – 10.  Each figure plots all three floodplain 
options on a single chart for each outlet configuration in order to facilitate comparison of the scenarios. 

 

Exhibit 6: Comparison of Stage-Duration Analysis for 18-foot Ring Levee 

Percent Chance Exceedance

   Analysis during the Water Years 1962 to 2012

CLEAR CRK POND ELEV EXIST 18ft LEV
CLEAR CRK POND ELEV OPT A 18ft LEV
CLEAR CRK POND ELEV OPT B 18ft LEV
CLEAR CRK POND ELEV OPT C 18ft LEV
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4.3 Ring Levee Stream Crossings 
If a ring levee was constructed surrounding the Clear Creek floodplain, openings in the levee would be 
needed for each of the Puyallup River tributaries to enter.  A single alternative was chosen (outlet 
Option A with the 18-foot ring levee) and reviewed for implications at the entrance to the ring levee 
assuming a 100-year stage (20.4 feet).  Figure 11 depicts each crossing along the 18-foot ring levee 
alignment and the 100-year inundation extents.  The following observations are made: 

 Swan and Squally Creeks have little infrastructure immediately outside the proposed ring levee 
footprint and do not appear to be a concern.   

 Portions of a private fish hatchery could be inundated for the peak of a 100-year flood on Clear 
Creek and so this may need to be addressed. 

 The implications of flooding where Canyon Creek enters the ring levee are more widespread.  
Inundation mapping shows agricultural land surrounding Chief Leschi High School to be flooded 
during the peak of a 100-year event.  The flooding appears limited to agricultural fields and 
avoids infrastructure but this should be vetted more fully if the 18-foot ring levee were pursued.   
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5 CONCLUSION 
The Clear Creek Floodplain Reconnection project is a proposal by Pierce County to provide 500 acres of 
estuarine and side channel habitat and flood refuge for Puyallup River fish.  This would be accomplished 
in part by modifying a flow-control structure at the confluence of Clear Creek and the Puyallup River and 
constructing a ring levee around the reconnected floodplain.  In order to begin to understand 
implications of the project, Pierce County tasked NHC to modify existing hydrologic and hydraulic 
models of the study reach to address the question “If the Clear Creek outlet gates are modified and a 
ring levee constructed, how will the stage and duration of flooding in the Clear Creek floodplain be 
affected?”  Based on the results of the preceding analysis several conclusions can be made: 

 For all outlet options modeled (including the existing configuration), the simulated peak water 
levels across the spectrum of floods are nearly identical considering storage in the current 
floodplain OR that with the 18-foot ring levee. 

 Outlet Options A and C, the uncontrolled culverts and clear-span bridge configurations, yield 
very similar annual frequency stages and stage-durations, although Option C tracks the Puyallup 
River stage closer in large events.  Both of these outlet options will increase 100-year return 
interval stage by less than one-half foot compared to the existing outlet gates. 

 Depending upon the alternative, there are minimal impacts on public infrastructure surrounding 
Swan and Squally Creeks but there may be issues with additional flooding on Clear and Canyon 
Creeks.   
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6 RECOMMENDATION 
The following section discusses limitations of the tandem HSPF/ROUTE modeling approach and how it 
could be improved. 

6.1 Limitations of Current Modeling Approach 
The tandem HSPF/ROUTE modeling approach treats the entire study reach as a single level-pool 
reservoir.  This approach was adopted from the 2003 FEMA Flood Insurance Study where the focus was 
on extreme events.  However, this model is not suitable for more frequent events where the study reach 
behaves more like a swollen creek than a reservoir.  The single reservoir makes it impossible to evaluate 
individual features within the study reach, such as the twin culverts under Gay Road (see Figure 2).  
These culverts carry Clear Creek under Gay Road and provide some hydraulic control for the system until 
the road overtops.  Consider the following flooding scenarios that could not be simulated in the current 
model approach: 

 If local inflow into Clear Creek is high and the Puyallup River stage is low, the Gay Road culverts 
could restrict flow causing a higher flood stage upstream of the culverts than downstream, 
thereby causing the study reach to act as a “split reservoir”. 

 If local inflow coming down Clear Creek is low, but the Puyallup River stage is rising fast, the Gay 
Road culverts could potentially restrict flow in the opposite direction, and cause a temporarily 
higher stage downstream of the culverts.  Note this scenario could only happen with outlet 
Options A or C; the flap-gates would prevent this from occurring under existing conditions. 

The Gay Road culverts may influence flooding in the study reach for events happening more frequently 
than approximately the 5-year return interval.  If it is necessary to assess this impact, then a more 
detailed dynamic model such as HEC-RAS or SWMM should be used to investigate specific events or 
possibly characterize different types of events. 
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Photo 1: Existing Outlet Structure 
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Table 1: Stage-Frequency Analysis for Existing and Alternative Conditions 

 

Return Period

Update
d Contours

14-ft
 Ring Le

ve
e

18-ft
 Ring Le

ve
e

10-yr 16.9 17.7 16.9 Existing Condition
50-yr 19.0 20.6 19.1

100-yr 20.1 21.9 20.2

10-yr 18.6 19.1 18.6 Option A (Two Uncontrolled Culverts)
50-yr 20.1 20.7 20.2

100-yr 20.4 20.8 20.4

10-yr 17.9 19.2 17.9 Option B (One Gated Culvert only)
50-yr 19.6 23.1 19.8

100-yr 20.6 25.2 20.9

10-yr 18.8 19.1 18.8 Option C (Clear-Span Bridge)
50-yr 20.3 20.4 20.3

100-yr 20.3 20.6 20.3
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